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‘’Κι απ' την θαυμάσια πανελλήνιαν εκστρατεία,  
                                                                      την νικηφόρα, την περίλαμπρη, 
                                            την περιλάλητη, την δοξασμένη 
                                          ως άλλη δεν δοξάσθηκε καμιά, 
                                            την απαράμιλλη: βγήκαμ' εμείς· 
                                                                     ελληνικός καινούριος κόσμος, μέγας. 
 
                                              Εμείς· οι Αλεξανδρείς, οι Αντιοχείς, 
                                       οι Σελευκείς, κι οι πολυάριθμοι 
                                                                    επίλοιποι Έλληνες Αιγύπτου και Συρίας, 
                                                                 κι οι εν Μηδία, κι οι εν Περσίδι, κι όσοι άλλοι. 
                                         Με τες εκτεταμένες επικράτειες, 
                                                      με την ποικίλη δράση των στοχαστικών προσαρμογών. 
                                      Και την Κοινήν Ελληνική Λαλιά 
                                                                  ως μέσα στην Βακτριανή την πήγαμεν, ως τους Ινδούς.’’ 
 

















This dissertation is written as part of the MA in Classical Archaeology and the Ancient 
History of Macedonia at the International Hellenic University. Overall purpose of the 
dissertation is to enhance our knowledge in the topic of the Macedonian presence in 
Egypt under the potent Ptolemaic dynasty and during the Hellenistic period. This is 
achieved by researching, examining and presenting in the best way possible the 
literary sources that are available to us from Ptolemaic Egypt (namely inscriptions and 
papyri). The aim is to provide specific answers to questions dealing with the 
Macedonians entering Egypt and building a new political reality, in the aftermath of 
Alexander's conquest of the land (332-1 BC). This reality, mainly delivered by the new 
Macedonian elite, had serious effects on all aspects of everyday life (policy, economy, 
religion, perceptions of identity). 
     This combination of the new Greek along with the local Egyptian element created 
a world of cultural osmosis and people started to perceive themselves with new 
identities. Nevertheless, it is good to make assumptions for whether the Macedonians 
were resisting to the Egyptian culture, either by introducing new cults or by 
eliminating older ones, or if they were gradually adapting themselves to new cultural 
surroundings, even in areas of policy and administration. This is a topic that is 
presented thoroughly during the 1st and 2nd chapters of the dissertation. During the 
3rd and 4th chapters, we examine politeumata, ethnic identities and the meaning of 
the ethnic epithet Macedon. The Graeco-Macedonian identity would have been a title 
of honour and prestige not only for the new settlers from the wider areas of the 
Hellenistic world, but also for the native Egyptians. 
Grigorios Charalampidis 
30th January 2021 
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Egypt was one of the few regions of the former Achaemenid Empire that fell without 
a fight into the hands of Alexander in 332-1 BC during his Asian campaign. The 
Macedonian King was first seen by the local population as liberator and afterwards as 
a successor of the Egyptian Pharaohs. Ptolemy and his dynasty were eventually 
established in Egypt in 305 BC. Their capital, Alexandria, was a city founded by 
Alexander himself and destined to be the center of Hellenistic enlightenment. Maybe 
the Macedonian King wanted a great city-port in eastern Mediterranean after 
destroying the city of Tyre in Phoenicia in 332 BC1. According to Strabo2 the site was 
occupied only by a fishing village and the local residents where herdsmen (βούκολοι).3 
Alexandria overshadowed quite fast older cultural capitals of the Greek world, like 
Athens, Corinth or Syracusae, with her size, wealth and beauty4. The Pharos, the 
Museum and the Library of Alexandria were some of the most prominent monuments 
of the city. 
     Alexander III died in early summer of 323 BC at the palace of Nebuchadnezzar II in 
Babylon5. The body and relics of Alexander had an important value from the very first 
moments in the struggle between the Successors in Babylon, that followed his sudden 
death. Curtius6 describes that Perdiccas had put Alexander’s throne, diadem, robe and 
arms in a very obvious position. Then, he added the royal ring, a theatrical move, 
aiming to promote Perdiccas’ claim to the throne, as Alexander himself had given the 
ring to him7. 
     Ptolemy, the general and Companion of Alexander, was firstly appointed as 
governor of Egypt, and afterwards (305/4 BC) he acclaimed the royal title and became 
‘’basileus’’8. He was characterized as generous and benevolent (philanthropos / 
 
1 Bevan, 1968, 4 
2 Strabo. Geography, XVII.1.6 
3 Heliodorus of Emesa. Aethiopikon, 11 
4 Steinhauer, 2009, 466 
5 Arr. Anabasis. 7.26; Diod. S. 17.117 
6 Curt. 10.6.4 
7 See Curt. 10.5.4; Diod. S. 17.117.3, 18.2.4; Just. 12.15.12 
8 Braund, 2005, 29 in Erskine A., (ed.) A Companion to the Hellenistic World; Hölbl, 2001, 21 
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φιλάνθρωπος) towards the local Egyptian people9. We are also aware that the 
Ptolemaic dynasty wanted to be linked with the Temenids10, in order to legitimize the 
succession of Alexander11 as Egyptian Pharaoh. This was achieved by presenting 
Ptolemy I to be an illegitimate son of Philip II12, something quite impossible 
chronically13, and second, that his mother was a collateral to the Temenids. In 
addition, rulers like Ptolemy IV Philopator, claimed to be descendants of Dionysus14. 
Therefore, the Ptolemies constructed a genealogy, according to which they were 
descendants of Heracles, Dionysus and of course Zeus15.  
     In particular, the pattern of Dionysus seems to be quite important for the 
Ptolemies, as they reverenced him the most. In the case of Ptolemy XII, he  was self-
proclaimed as a ‘’New Dionysus’’16. Dionysus soon joined Heracles into the Argead 
lineage, and the god’s expedition in India, was the motive for Alexander’s eastern 
campaign. The same theme is adopted by the Ptolemaic dynasty17, as they claimed 
their connection to the aforementioned deities and also adopted their heritage18. 
     One finds in the Ptolemaic state, a mutual understanding between the two main 
population elements (Greeks and Egyptians) and a co-existence accommodation of 
two different cultures, something that initiated during the Archaic period and onwards 
and throughout the next centuries. Both sides were engaged in various contacts, 
relations and trade. The introduction of Macedonians in the Egyptian society in the 
late 4th cent. BC was the beginning of a new era; however, this era had also some 
similarities with the former governing system of the Persian satrapies19; namely in the 
 
9 Turner, 1984, 123 
10 This aspect is thoroughly commented in Chapter 1.1 
11 The name of Alexander returned as an epithet of the Ptolemies in years of internal crisis and decline 
[Ptolemy X Alexander I (r. 107-88 BC), Ptolemy XI Alexander II (r. 80 BC)] 
12 Paus. 1.6.2; Thompson, 2000, 378 
13 Considering the date of birth of Ptolemy (b. 367 BC), Philip II (b. 382 BC) would have been at the age 
of 15 at that point. In addition, Theocritus, presents Ptolemy as son of Lagus, XVII. 13 
14 Theocr. Idylls. XVII.17-26; Satyr. FGrH 631, F 1; The work of Theocritus, Idylls, 15-17 has been 
characterized by the diffuse religious syncretism between Greek and Egyptian cults   
15 Kottaridi, 2018, 39; Theocr. Idylls. XVII. 1, 13, 73–130 
16 Strabo. Geography. XVII.1.11 
17 Thompson, 2000, 377-378 
18 OGIS 54 (c. 240 BC); Austin, 2006, Nr. 268, where Ptolemy III is honoured as a descendant of 
Heracles, Zeus and Dionysus 
19 Manning, 2010, 27-28 
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administration sector. The culture and institutions of the Egyptians were supported 
and invigorated by the Ptolemaic dynasty, and this had profound results in the legacy 
of the ‘’Hellenized’’ region of Egypt20. The monarchy established by Ptolemy I and thus 
his dynasty, was the first time a Macedonian – Greek dynasty governed directly the 
region of Egypt21. The Ptolemies administrated a Macedonian - Greek upper class and 
an Egyptian lower class, thus following patterns of the pharaonic system22. The ability 
of the Ptolemies to take advantage of the abundant wealth-producing resources of 
the country, and at the same time to exploit the workforce of the lower classes, 
remains undoubtfully one of the best (if not the best) way of handling the local 
population in the Hellenistic period23. 
     As it was well established under the rule of the Pharaohs, the basic administrative 
divisions of the state were the nomes, below the level of nomes came the topoi and 
afterwards the komai respectively24. The nome25  was the largest administrative unit 
of Ptolemaic Egypt (e.g. the Arsinoite nome, which is extensively examined later), with 
a nomarches, responsible for economy, irrigation and reclamation projects26. 
Regarding topoi or toparchiai, it was a subdivision of the nome, first introduced during 
the late 3rd cent. BC., under a toparches. Kome, essentially a village, was the smallest 
administrative unit of Ptolemaic Egypt. 
     The offices were distributed to those Macedonians belonging to the upper class and 
close friends of the King (philoi / φίλοι). The King had the ultimate right to choose who 
is going to be his personal and close philos, continuing in this way the traditional 
Macedonian institution of Hetairoi. Royal philoi had the mutual obligation of solidarity 
and good faith; they were assigned by the King to offices of administrative importance 
and at the same time functioned as royal ambassadors27. Royal philoi were also 
 
20 Manning, 2010, 34 
21 Ibid., 2010, 36 
22 Bengtson, 1991, 373 
23 Ibid., 373 
24 Chamoux, 2002, 240 
25 A full list of the nomes of Egypt in the early Ptolemaic period is found in the Revenue Laws of 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus (259 BC), Falivene, 2011,4; Bingen, 1952, 1978 
26 Shipley, 2000, 216; Turner, 1984, 145-146 
27 Gehrke, 2003, 87 
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members of the synedrion, the royal council under the King, which took decisions 
regarding administration, military issues and economy28. 
     Some of the administrative and military officials were the strategoi (police and 
military duties, appointed by the King29), oikonomoi (local officers in each nome, 
subordinates to the dioiketes), royal scribes, village scribes, as well as nomarchai (head 
official of the nome), toparchai (head official of the topos), komarchai (head official of 
the kome) and in the late Ptolemaic period (2nd cent. BC onwards)30 the epistrategos 
tes choras, who had full jurisdiction of the country apart from the capital, Alexandria31. 
In addition, we have the office of the dioiketes, who was the chief economic official of 
the state, appointed directly from the King himself32. The Dioiketes had its power seat 
in Alexandria, giving instructions and guidelines to other officials of the state regarding 
economic issues. His authority is often invoked by petitioners and officials in cases 
involving wrongdoing in economic matters33. Moreover, subordinates to the 
oikonomos were a series of minor civil officers, collectors and auditors. Some of them 
were the logeutai, logistai, eklogistai and the antigrapheis34, who had a supervising 








28 For the Macedonian synedrion, Diod. S. 17.16.1–2; and royal philoi see also Hatzopoulos 1996, 323–
359, where he attests the concepts of synedrion, philoi, hetairoi, πρώτοι των φίλων, πρώτοι των 
Μακεδόνων etc. and finds similarities between Macedonian royal councils of late Classical / early 
Hellenistic period and late Hellenistic period monarchies 
29 Gehrke, 2003, 93 
30 Steinhauer, 2009, 445 
31 Bengtson, 1991, 374 
32 Verhoogt, 2012, 1 
33 Bauschatz, 2013, 125 
34 Turner, 1984, 145-146 
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CHAPTER I 
Alexander the Great and his legacy 
 
1.1 The Macedonian expedition in Egypt     
As already mentioned, the presence of Macedonians in Egypt begins with Alexander 
the Great. After the fall of Gaza in 332 BC, Alexander marched into Egypt. First, he 
entered to Pelousion, at the eastern edge of the Nile Delta, where he didn’t face any 
resistance. He garrisoned the city as it represented a considerable stronghold of the 
Macedonian presence and control of Egypt. In addition, the locals welcomed him 
without doubt, as many of them believed that Macedonian could be a considerable 
improvement of authority rather than Achaemenid rule35. Moreover, it would be wise 
to mention that Egypt at this point of history was not the flourishing kingdom of the 
past centuries. The long occupation under Assyrian and Persian rule left agricultural 
land uncultivated or with irregular work, banks and canals declined and as far as 
commerce is concerned, it had passed almost entirely in the hands of the Greeks and 
Phoenicians36. 
     Regarding the Macedonian expedition, one of the most renowned things that 
Alexander accomplished when he entered the region of Egypt, was to visit the oracle 
of Ammon-Ra at Siwah37. The Greek equivalent of Ammon was Zeus; Alexander was 
trying with this move to explore his lineage and mythical ancestors. In addition, 
Alexander wanted to be seen as an equal to them (Perseus and Heracles) and even 
surpass them in their deeds.38. Maybe Alexander had already studied about the 
Egyptian traditions, in which the Pharaoh was the direct son of Ammon-Ra, namely 
Ammon-Zeus according to the intepretatio Graeca39. 
 
35 Ellis, 1994,6 
36 Rostovtzeff, 1922, 3 
37 The oracle of Ammon was located at the oasis of Siwah, west of the river Nile and the Egyptian 
heartland. Alexander initially followed a near-coast route visiting Paraitonion and then headed inland. 
38 Austin, 2006, 35-36 
39 Gehrke, 2003, 212 
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     The real meaning of all this journey was to understand that Alexander, and his 
Macedonian Successors afterwards, wanted to be viewed in a god-like level among 
their subjects, even from the early stages of Alexander’s Asian campaign. It is also 
necessary to point out that Alexander made sacrifice to the Egyptian gods when he 
entered Egypt, but on the same time he held gymnastics and a music festival in the 
Greek way at Memphis40, the historical capital of the Egyptians, and one of the oldest 
cities of the then world41. From this we can assume that the Macedonians were trying 
to introduce the Greek way of life to the locals, and at the same time to respect the 
established cults, from the beginning. Also, we are aware that in Memphis, Alexander 
met no opposition; as Curtius points out, Mazaces, the Persian satrap, was left with 
no troops and support, had no other choice to surrender the city and its treasury to 
the Macedonian King42. 
    Another document that depicts the impact of Alexander in Egypt is the so-called 
Peukestas papyrus43. This document is rather small and was found at Saqqara, in 
Lower Egypt. Peukestas was Alexander’s commander in Memphis at that period (331 
BC), and in this document, he orders his soldiers to respect the sacred places and 
areas. The respect for local religions is something that Alexander initiated, but more 
importantly his Successor in Egypt, Ptolemy, behaved in a similar manner by 
protecting the sacred precincts and temples44 via a prostagma in 304 BC45, thus 
becoming immediately the patron of Egyptian sanctuaries. P. M.  Fraser mentions that 
prostagmata of that period, were orders inscribed in stone stelae, indicating the 
concern of the royal dynasty in preserving the rights of the temples throughout the 
country46. 
     The repercussions of Alexander’s persona inside the Egyptian society were far from 
over, after his death. According to Bengtson, the cult of Alexander was an exclusive 
Ptolemaic event. Ptolemy I was the first who introduced this cult to his former King 
 
40 Bevan, 1968, 4 
41 Ellis, 1994, 6 
42 Curt. 4.7.4 
43 Manning, 2010, 28; SB XIV 11942 
44 Fischer-Bovet, 2014, 264 
45 SB XVI 12519 (βασιλέως προστάξαντος); Hölbl, 2001, 88 
46 Fraser, 1970, 181 
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and Companion, most probably after 311 BC47. The date is maybe not coincidental, as 
Diodorus Siculus informs us that the Diadochi made peace among them, retaining 
former offices and they agreed that Alexander IV will be the next King, when would 
come of age. Until then Ptolemy I would be the governor of Egypt and the adjacent 
regions of Libya and Arabia48. The cult of Alexander was organized by the state; 
influential Macedonian families, as well as members of the royal dynasty, worshipped 
Alexander as a patron and benefactor god of the Ptolemaic royal dynasty and the 
state49.  
     For the Greeks of Egypt, Alexander had been a god even from the beginning. 
Educated and intellectual Greeks regarded it as a symbolic type of cult. However, the 
Ptolemies would soon follow this example and become themselves, gods and 
goddesses, as well50. Whether it was the cult of a hero or a divine cult it doesn’t 
matter. Alexander the Great was not treated and accepted as an ordinary mortal after 
his death. By the time of late 3rd century BC, the inhabitants of Ptolemaic Egypt, and 
Alexandria specifically, would have seen Alexander no longer as a King and general, 
but actually as a figure of myth, a legendary patron, a founder and a benefactor of the 
city51. 
 
1.2 From Alexander III to Ptolemy I Soter 
The Diadochi of Alexander were searching for ways to legitimize their power, their 
rule, their ambitions. The monarch who could give the Macedonian King a proper 
burial, could be named as a true heir to his empire52. In the late 322 BC, the undeniably 
rich catafalque which contained the embalmed body of Alexander began its long 
journey westwards of the city of Babylon. Perdiccas53 wanted take control of the body 
 
47 Bengtson, 1991, 368 
48 Diod. S. 19.105 
49 Bengtson, 1991, 369 
50 Bevan, 1968, 49 
51 Erskine, 2002, 177 
52 Ibid., 171 
53 Perdiccas was until that period appointed as regent of Alexander’s empire and commander of the 
royal army (323 – 321 BC) 
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potentially to escort the remains to their final destination54. He was interrupted in his 
intentions by Ptolemy. The latter escorted the body from Damascus south down to 
Egypt55 (321 BC), and Memphis specifically. This outcome was the reason of war 
between them, but also with the city-kings of Cyprus, who had allied with Ptolemy56. 
      The goal of Ptolemy was to neutralize the symbol of the empire’s unity and thus 
legitimizing his claim to rule over his kingdom in Egypt57. Diodorus describes that, after 
receiving the body, Ptolemy held games and made sacrifices in order to honour the 
dead King58. Every one of the Successors tried in one way or another to connect 
themselves with Alexander having as ultimate target to legitimize their power and 
claims. Alexander’s body provides a link with the old country, in a physical and an 
abstract way59. The move of the capital to Alexandria was another way to emphasize 
the bond between Alexander and Ptolemy. A city founded by the absent Macedonian 
King and flourished under Ptolemy with the royal remains in it60. 
     One year later, at the treaty of Triparadeisos (321 BC), Ptolemy made clear that 
Egypt was his rightful kingdom by proclaiming it as a spear-won land (doriktetos ge / 
δορύκτητος γη)61. Although, we can assume that he meant the conquest was made by 
him along with Alexander the Great in 332/1 BC, or that he expulsed Perdiccas in 321 
BC, or else, that he executed Cleomenes of Naukratis, who as it is known, was the 
nomarch left in Egypt by Alexander the Great62. The removal of Cleomenes from the 
scene was an act from Ptolemy in order to gain potential allies, as Cleomenes was seen 
as a friend of Peridiccas63. In addition, Ptolemy had a treasury of 8,000 talents to begin 
his kingship, inherited from Cleomenes64. 
 
54 Most of the sources agree that the body of Alexander was originally intended to be buried at Siwah, 
Egypt. (Diod. S. 18.3.5; Curt. 10.5.4; Just. 12.15.7; 13.4.6.) 
55 Braund, 2005, 23; Errington, 2008, 147 
56 Bosworth, 2002, 12-13 
57 Erskine, 2002, 163–73 
58 Diod. S. 18.28.4–6 
59 See Erskine, 1995, 38-48 
60 Erskine, 2002, 175
61 Diod. S. 18.39.5; 43.1; Turner, 1984, 122 
62 Turner, 1984, 122 
63 Paus. 1.6.3 
64 Diod S. 18.14.1 
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     According to modern research, there is no doubt that even the early Ptolemies, 
especially Ptolemy I Soter, had a plan of their kingship65, as well as of their economic 
and administrative system. Beginning from the time when Ptolemy acted as a satrap, 
he had a vision that was going to be fulfilled after him becoming basileus (in 305/4 
BC)66. Ptolemy may have desired Egypt as a province, long before Alexander’s death, 
as he went there directly in 323 BC, even if he never thought of himself as an 
Egyptian67. His policy in infrastructure and administration is evident in examples like 
the foundation of Ptolemais in Thebaid, the division of his kingdom into nomes and his 
new fiscal institutions68. The personality of Ptolemy I, was very influential, as he 
skillfully managed to take the Egyptian priesthood to his side (thus acknowledging the 
power of the priests over the Egyptians), respected the local beliefs, and incorporated 
elements of the cult of the Pharaohs to himself69.  The new ruling class was without a 
doubt a Macedonian one. However, it wasn’t entirely comprised by ethnically 
Macedonian - Greek people. A dominant factor was the introduction of the Greek 
language in the top levels of government, administration and economy. The demotic 
language of the Egyptians persisted in small local settlements and administrative 
posts70.  
     In addition, Ptolemaic kingship was an amalgamation of Achaemenid, Greek and 
ancient Egyptian royal experience. Nonetheless, Persian elements were not the 
immediate inspiration for the Ptolemies71. From the beginning, Ptolemaic Egypt was a 
state destined to interact with eastern Mediterranean. Greek culture and ideas were 
in place long before the Macedonians came in. There was mutual engagement 
between the two cultures even from the Saite72 period73, as the Greeks found a new 
area for expanding their trade and culture in the country of the Nile, through 
settlements and commerce. We can assume of this cultural osmosis was occurring not 
 
65 Ellis, 1994, 61 
66 Braund, 2005, 29; Hölbl, 2001, 21 
67 Ellis, 1994, 61 
68 Manning, 2010, 46 
69 Xydopoulos, 1992, 120 
70 Manning, 2010, 50-51 
71 Ibid., 73 
72 The 26th royal dynasty of Egypt. Ruled from 656-525 BC and had their seat of power at the city of 
Sais, thus named the Saite Dynasty.  
73 Dodson, Hilton, 2004  
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only between the elite upper classes, but also in the economic, military and political 
aspects of life in general74. 
     Greek was the language of the government75. Settlers that were coming from 
Greece proper had a preference and interest of inhabiting in towns, like 
Krokodeilopolis in the Fayum. The latter was a new settlement, in addition with 
Alexandria and Ptolemais, which had a large amount of Greek population already at 
the early Ptolemaic period. Moreover, the aforementioned Egyptian institutions were 
absorbed into Ptolemaic administrative bureaucracy. E.G. Turner explains that a 
different type of government was applied in Egyptian land (chora), than of the Greek 
cities of Alexandria, Naukratis and Ptolemais. These cities enjoyed their own laws and 
their own theoretical ‘’self-government’’76.  
     The conservative policy of the Ptolemies is directly connected with the centralized 
system of their administration. Ptolemy I invested quite a lot in the development of 
Alexandria, as a compensation to Memphis. The same policy was followed for Upper 
Egypt, as Ptolemais was founded as a counterbalance to Thebes. The settlement of 
Macedonian soldiers and mercenaries was not combined with the foundation of Greek 
cities -like in the Seleucid kingdom. Thousands of Macedonians and other Greeks 
settled in agriculture fields keeping their military occupation, and at the same time 
entering the state’s mechanism77.  
     Many people were residents of the Arsinoite nome, as it was popular for soldiers of 
Macedonian ethnicity. In addition, a lot of Macedonians were also living in the capital, 
Alexandria. They were part of the royal guard. Initially, this corps was made up by 
Companions of Alexander the Great, but later on by other Macedonians that 
emigrated from the core of Macedon in order to settle in Alexandria, Egypt78. The plan 
of Ptolemy at that point was to create an ‘’artificial’’ Macedonia in the country of the 
Nile, with Graeco-Macedonian soldier-settlers79. P. M. Fraser insists on the fact of 
 
74 Manning, 2010, 78-79 
75 Ibid., 52 
76 Turner, 1984, 144 
77 Steinhauer, 2009, 450 
78 Xydopoulos, 1992, 121 
79 Bevan, 1968, 115 
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Ptolemaic agents recruiting Macedonian soldiers back in the homeland, thus keeping 
them genuine in their origin, but this tactic declined after 204/3 BC, when 
Macedonians disappear from our sources as troops of the royal bodyguard80. 
     The Graeco-Macedonian stratum in Egypt was not something simple. It was a wave 
of immigrants created by the ruling Ptolemaic dynasty with deliberate purpose. It is a 
fact that Egypt was a ‘’blessed’’ kingdom for Ptolemy, as it had plentiful natural 
resources and a natural defensive territory. However, it did not give Ptolemy 
something that the other Hellenistic kingdoms had in large numbers; manpower. 
When we speak about manpower, we specifically mean Graeco-Macedonian 
population. Ptolemy wanted to create a new land for Macedonians, who from one 
side could become farmers, and on the other take up the sarissa in times of war and 
defend the country81. In that way, we can explain the great number of immigrants 
coming to Egypt from Greece proper with a Graeco-Macedonian ethnicity and on the 
parallel having a military occupation with significant amount of agricultural land under 












80 Fraser, 1972, 80 
81 Bevan, 1968, 38-39 
82 For cleruchs and klerouchike ge see Chapter 4 
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CHAPTER II 
Macedonian establishment in Egypt during the early Ptolemaic period 
 
2.1 Ptolemy II Philadelphus and the relations with the Greek cities 
Ptolemy I died in 283 / early 282 BC in Alexandria83. His son immediately took over the 
command and administration of the kingdom, becoming the second Ptolemy in 
succession to rule over Egypt (r. 282-246 BC), later to be named ‘’Philadelphus’’ (friend 
/ lover of his sister). However, the first decade of rule of Ptolemy II is totally blank to 
us, as there is lack of evidence84. Philadelphus set the practice of the ruler’s cult in 
Egypt, as he founded the festival of Ptolemaieia in honour of his father Ptolemy I Soter. 
It was first instituted around 280 BC, and maybe it was a reward for Ptolemy I as he 
chose Philadelphus as his heir85. From now on, the festival would be celebrated every 
four years86. It was a commemoration of the founder of the dynasty, as well as a wider 
celebration of Ptolemaic monarchy and power87. The ultimate goal of this festival was 
first to accept Ptolemy I as a deified figure and second, the recognition of an ethnically 
Macedonian dynasty in the role of the Pharaohs, both from Greeks and Egyptians, as 
well as foreigners88.  
     In addition, we have the projection of Ptolemaic rule such as the eagle, where we 
see it both in the pavilion and the procession. More symbolisms were put into display 
during the Ptolemaieia. The thrones, the diadems, the horns; it was a religious 
occasion and at the same time carried the political message. No one from the crowd 
could doubt that it was a show of the Ptolemaic monarchy89. Such festivals in 
Ptolemaic Egypt were organized with great success and were attended by delegates 
from all around eastern Mediterranean. Moreover, Ptolemaic possessions such as the 
League of the Islanders in central Aegean, recognized the institution of Ptolemaieia, 
 
83 Polyb. Histories, 2.41.1-2 
84 Turner, 1984, 118 
85 Ellis, 1994, 60; Theocr. Idylls. XVII.121-5 
86 Turner, 1984, 138; Burstein, 1985, 118 
87 Thompson, 2000, 378 
88 Ibid., 380 
89 Ibid., 379 
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honoured Ptolemy II via sacrifices and sending envoys to Alexandria, all were 
conducted by League members’ costs. This is known to us through the decree (IG XII 
7.506) inscribed on marble stele (c. 280 BC) originally from Amorgos90. Ptolemaieia 
had accorded parity with the Olympic Games, as athletics, equestrian and musical 
events were included91. However, we are informed that Philadelphus also 
incorporated elements of Egyptian traditions in these events92. 
     Also, tribute was still a very important aspect of the Ptolemaic basileia. D. J. 
Thompson informs us about the luxurious and exotic tribute coming from the south 
region of Ethiopia. 2.000 logs of ebony, 16 ostriches in pairs in order to pull light carts, 
frankincense and 600 elephant tusks are only some of the grandiose tribute. It is 
mentioned that, the Ptolemies needed to be portrayed in their processions as an 
Alexandrian dynasty, differentiating them from older Egyptian culture capitals like 
Sais, Thebes or Memphis93. The cult and deification of the rulers successfully reached 
the aspects of numismatics, as both current and past rulers were depicted in coins in 
a manner of ‘’dynastic advertising’’94. 
     At this point of history (first half of the 3rd cent. BC), we are aware of many close 
friends and generals of Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II like Kallikrates95 and Patroclus96 
making offerings in the island of Delos, as well as not so famous personalities, but with 
Macedonian names like Charmides, Amyntas97, Antipatros98, Valagros99, Dadamos100, 
Thasios101, Theoxenos102, Lysimachos103 and others, or even women like Ado104. 
 
90 Burstein, 1985, 117-118, Nr. 92 
91 Thompson, 2000, 381; also, the term isolympic is mentioned, see Dittenberger, Syll. 390.21 (IG XII,7 
506); Fraser, 1972, 230-231 
92 Turner, 1984, 139 
93 Thompson, 2000, 372 
94 Ager, 2005, 39 in Erskine A., (ed.) A Companion to the Hellenistic World 
95 Diod S. 20.21.1; IG XI.2 
96 Patroclus was a prominent admiral of Ptolemy II during the events of the Chremonidean War 
(268/7-261 BC); See also Nigdelis, 1990, 74-75, footnote 9 
97 IG XI.2, 135 A (313 BC) 
98 IG XI.2, 161 B, 85 (279 BC) 
99 IG XI.2, 154 A, 41 (296 BC) 
100 IG XI.2, 145, 51 (301 BC) 
101 Inscr. Delos 1403 Bb, II, 67 
102 Inscr. Delos 1309, 3, 1403 Bb, II, 85 
103 Inscr. Delos 1276, 3-4 (3rd cent. BC) 
104 Xydopoulos, 2006, 149-151 
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Hence, we can be certain of Ptolemaic influence over Cyclades and the central Aegean. 
Furthermore, dedications to and by Ptolemaic officials in Delos, reveal a large 
representation of different city-ethnics, like Athens, Boeotia, Mylasa, Cnidus, Aigai, 
Cyzicus, Samos, Cos, Cyrene and Sidon105. 
     Moreover, during the 3rd cent. BC, Philadelphus was actively involved in the so-
called ‘’Chremonidean War’’106, which lasted from the autumn of 268 to 262/1 BC. It 
was more like a coalition war of the Ptolemies in support of Athens and Sparta in 
mainland Greece, against the kingdom of Macedon and Antigonus II Gonatas. Hopes 
were high for the coalition, because of the Ptolemaic naval supremacy. The command 
of the navy was under the potent admiral Patroclus, of Macedonian origin himself. 
Nevertheless, the latter insisted that his marine troops consisted of native Egyptians 
only, a rather controversial statement107. Events like the naval battle of Cos island108, 
another sea conflict near Ephesus109, and the surrender of Athens to the Macedonians, 
after a siege110 marked the defeat of the Ptolemaic side to this war. Hence, Ptolemaic 
influence over the Cyclades, as well as the central and eastern Aegean in general, was 
expunged. 
     Now, Ptolemy II set out to consolidate his Egyptian kingdom. Ptolemaic control over 
the southern Aegean was reasonably at risk, and the Seleucid kingdom was  
threatening the regions of Syria and Phoenicia111.  
     The 2nd Syrian War, a conflict between Ptolemy II and Antiochus II, broke out around 
260 and lasted until 253 BC. Evidence about this war is sparse and fragmented, but we 
can be certain about many conflicts and the mobilization of large number of troops112. 
 
105 Fraser, 1972, 67 
106 Labelled after the Athenian stoic Chremonides, see Bevan, 1968, 67; documented by Pausanias 
3.6.4–6, Justin 26.2; also, for the Chremonides decree see: IG II3 1 912; Austin, 2006, Nr. 61; Ager, 
2005, 39-40; Burstein, 1985, 77, Nr. 56 
107 Bevan, 1968, 67 
108 Reger, 1994, 33-34, where he supports the view of the Ptolemies using Cyclades (288-261 BC), as a 
staging ground for incursions into mainland Greece 
109 Bevan, 1968, 68, the Rhodian fleet defeats the Ptolemaic one, which was under Chremonides’ 
leadership 
110 Gabbert, 1987, 232, 235, a proposed date of the capitulation of Athens: autumn 263 BC; Gehrke, 
2003, 152, places it in 262 BC; Ager, 2005, 40, spring 262 or 261 BC 
111 See Bagnall, 1976 
112 Porph. FGrH 260, F 43 
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However, strict, immediate military and economic measures were needed; we can 
assume that it’s not a coincidence that a demotic ostracon from Karnak (dated 
between October 27 and November 25, 258 BC), summarizing the instructions for a 
general survey of land113, appeared only one year after the Revenue Laws papyrus. 
This ostracon bearing the economic measures indicates the need of funds from the 
Ptolemaic side, in order to conduct the war114. Even if these two documents were not 
an attempt at fiscal or economic codification115, they nevertheless presupposed or at 
least aimed at some kind of standard practice in the surveying of cultivable land and 
in the tax farming section, which in turn assumed a well-defined geographical and 
administrative grid116. It seems that Ptolemy II had the initiative mostly around Asia 
Minor, but suffered important defeats in Ephesus by the Rhodian navy (c. 260-258 BC) 
and in Cos by the Antigonid navy (c. 261-255 BC)117. An unpleasant peace for Ptolemy 
II, that was sealed with the marriage of his daughter Berenice with Antiochus II, a 
pattern for probable future wars, between the two sides118. 
     Amongst other events, in winter 250/49 BC, Philadelphus provided economic 
support to Aratus of Sicyon and the Achaean League, who were against Macedon and 
Antigonus II Gonatas. It was a move of clear political interest, as a weak Macedonian 
kingdom, would have provided higher Ptolemaic influence in the Aegean119. 
     In general, during the reign of Ptolemy II, we are aware that no Egyptian at all were 
holders of a high-ranking office or close Companions of the King, even men of military 
occupations. However, it was quite helpful to have native Egyptians in posts of 
commerce and civil services. The King’s court itself looked back into homeland Greece, 
as it sent athletes to compete in the Olympic and other athletic games120. Theocritus 
 
113 Burstein 1985, 122–123, n97 
114 Ager, 2005, 41, Hölbl, 2001, 44 
115 Bingen, 1952, 3 
116 Falivene, 2011, 6 
117 Gehrke, 2003, 153; the exact chronology of the battle of Cos, as well as the naval battle near 
Ephesus is debated, as some scholars place them within the events of the Chremonidean War (c. 261-
260 BC), or the 2nd Syrian War (c. 255 BC). However, I support the view that the battle of Cos took 
place in 261 BC, where Ptolemaic naval supremacy was contested and defeated by the rising power of 
the Antigonids 
118 Ibid., 153-154 
119 Ibid., 154 
120 Turner, 1984, 155 
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gives us an image of a philhellene Ptolemy II in his Idylls121. He is projected as a kind, 
clever, cultured man who knows his friends and enemies very well. Moreover, the 
construction of Pharos and other great buildings of Alexandria are attributed to 
Philadelphus, who found skillful architects and builders122. 
 
2.2 Evidence of economic policy 
We should distinguish right from the beginning the fact that a small Greek / 
Macedonian minority (that of the Ptolemaic royal branch and the upper classes) was 
dominating the local Egyptian population, which was the majority. M. I. Rostovtzeff 
rightly characterizes the Ptolemaic kingdom as a ‘’well organized state’’ quite different 
from Classical Greece and its city-states, as far as economy is concerned123. From the 
point of view of P. Lévêque, as the years of Ptolemaic rule pass, the criteria of division 
between the people of Ptolemaic Egypt, stop to be ethnic and become economic. 
Especially, this criterion is applied from the 2nd cent. BC onwards124, as the mingling of 
the two races is greater. 
     Significant element of Ptolemaic administration was undoubtedly a structured 
economic sector, in which, all resources that produce wealth are included. It was 
about a strong concentrated state economy with utter target the produce of profit 
from the country; a very well-organized economic monopoly125. For J. Bingen, the 
Ptolemaic economy was a system created by the fusion of traditional Egyptian and 
introductive Greek ‘’capitalistic’’ methods, with adaptations. Especially, the focus of 
the latter is on the mobility of Greek merchants, businessmen in the area of selling, 
hiring and leasing large parts of agricultural land126. It is manifest that the King, and a 
Hellenistic monarch in general, wanted to always have a wealthy treasury, in order to 
exercise power in diplomacy and politics. Hence, the Ptolemaic King became a ‘’seller’’ 
 
121 Theocr. Idylls. XIV.62 
122 Turner, 1984, 145 
123 Manning, 2010, 15 
124 Lévêque, 2003, 96-97 
125 Gehrke, 2003, 94-95 
126 Ibid., 249; Bingen, 1978 
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of enormous quantities of grain, and on the parallel took care to be less dependent on 
imports127. 
     Evidence from a papyrus under the alias p.Tebt. III I.703128, namely the Tebtunis 
papyri, provides us a unique and perfect example. All in all, this text is quite large in 
extent, it is dated in c. 210 BC and it’s about instructions given by the dioiketes to an 
oikonomos129 in charge of the economic revenues in the nome. The nome was an 
administrative section of the Ptolemaic kingdom, a prefecture. In this case we have 
the Arsinoite nome, in the region of Fayum130; the dioiketes is giving a plethora of 
instructions and guidance to the oikonomos concerning agriculture, transport, royal 
revenues and monopolies, official correspondence, and behavior of royal officials. 
These were the duties of an oikonomos during that period of history in the Ptolemaic 
realm, and he was expected to follow any guidelines in this memorandum. This kind 
of instructions, from a higher official to a lower one, in the form of a written papyrus, 
is very much the same with the already known to the Egyptian population, pharaonic 
traditions131. It is quite clear that the Macedonian elite followed already existing 
financial patterns in Egypt132. 
     Additionally, we can refer to the Ptolemaic King as the embodiment of power inside 
the state, as all jurisdictions and authority started under his name; same as the 
Pharaohs133.  In a way, we can assume that, whoever was the ruler of Egypt was 
constrained to that ancient pharaonic institutional structure134. According to G. 
Droysen, who is also followed by modern researchers, the kingdom’s system of public 
economy is often compared with mercantilism of the early modern despotism. 
However, mercantilism is different at the fact that it is based on the idea of the ethnic 
 
127 Gehrke, 2003, 95 
128 Austin, 2006, Nr. 319; Bagnall, Derow, 2004, Nr. 103 
129 The office of dioiketes was minister of finances, oikonomos was the secretary of finances  
130 Rostovtzeff, 1922, 2; Gehrke, 2003, 95, the drainage of the Fayum basin created new possibilities 
in the economic sector 
131 Manning, 2010, 15 
132 Rostovtzeff, 1922, 3-4 
133 Ibid., 126 
134 Manning, 2010, 19 
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states135. On the contrary, the Ptolemaic kingdom was far from having achieved ethnic 
homogeneity.  
     In general, it is highly probable that the administrative papyri of the Ptolemaic 
kingdom are the first historical organized data of social-economic interactions, based 
on state production. It gives us evidence for the rise of a new elite, but not the 
immediate exclusion of the already existing. The priesthood was still a respectable 
social group that continued to enjoy privileges under Ptolemaic authority136. 
     Regarding laws of the economic section, quite a few are known to us through 
inscriptions and papyri. One fine example would be the famous Revenue Laws, first 
imposed by Ptolemy II Philadelphus. In brief and according the laws, the producer had 
to sell all his crop. The state bought his crop at fixed prices by itself. Additionally, the 
state had the right to process the crop in order to produce manufactured goods (e.g. 
oil, beer, linen).  Then, the manufactures were processed in state-owned and 
supervised factories. Finally, the state licensed firms of capitalists to sell the goods 
either wholesale or retail at prices fixed by again by the state137.  
     This model was also applied in foreign possessions of the Ptolemaic kingdom138. In 
p.Tebt. I.8, we are informed about tax collection in the island of Lesvos, the region of 
Thrace and Lycia, which were under Ptolemaic rule (c. 219-218 BC or 202-201 BC)139, 
and were treated the same way with inland Egypt, as far as economic policy is 
concerned. The introduction of the tax farming system as a means to secure income 
for the state resulted in a continuous adjustment of relations between the state, its 
agents, tax farmers, and the producers of crops, as it is evident in the 3rd cent. BC by 
the Revenue Laws140. 
     Another law that was associated with taxes and economy was the Apomoira tax 
(Greek: απόμοιρα / η έκτη or in some cases η δεκάτη). This tax, literally meaning 
‘portion’, was imposed on vineyards and orchards for the cult of queen Arsinoe and it 
 
135 Bengtson, 1991, 376 
136 Manning, 2010, 50 
137 Turner, 1984, 151 
138 Ibid., 153; p.Tebt. I.8 
139 See also Austin, 2006, Nr. 278 
140 Verhoogt, 2012, 2; See also Bingen, 1952, 2007 
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was incorporated in the general context of the Revenue Laws of Ptolemy II 
Philadelphus141; it was the 1/6 of the overall harvest of the owners of vineyards and 
orchards. Before the cult of queen Arsinoe, this tax was paid by every owner of 
vineyards and was given to the temples, as well as it was levied by them (264-263 
BC)142. The tax was associated by 204/3 BC at the latest, with the cult of Arsinoe, but 
in reality, it was used for secular aims at that point, like the payment in wine for the 
salary of civic officials143. In addition, we are aware that according to the Revenue Laws 
of 259 BC and onwards, the Apomoira tax could be imposed in 1/10 of the overall 
harvest144 in some special cases. During the 3rd cent. BC, the tax was paid in wine, 
however this practice changed during the 2nd half of the reign of Ptolemy V, as the tax 
was paid with money to the banks and it was levied annually145.  
     All in all, we have the evidence according to which the total revenues of the 
kingdom in the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus were 14,800 talents and 1,5 million 
artabas of corn. Although, this evidence comes from St Jerome146 and is 
questionable147. 
 
2.3 The creation of a new identity (?) 
To begin with, in this sub-chapter, I am going to present if and how the introduction 
of Macedonians in Egypt created a new identity of the people living there. Was it a 
peaceful and steady evolution into a common society, or the two ethnic poles had a 
lot of differences due to their culture? 
     Even before the coming of Alexander there was a Greek population in Egypt. 
Memphis was home of Greek and Carian mercenaries already, settled under previous 
Egyptian Kings. E. G. Turner makes a special reference to Carians serving as soldiers 
 
141 Bingen, 1952 in Rev. Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus 
142 Vandorpe, Clarysse, 1998, 10 
143 Ibid., 15 
144 Ibid., 21 
145 Ibid., 26 
146 St. Jerome. Commentary on Daniel, 15.5 
147 Turner, 1984, 153 
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and managers under the Egyptians of the Saite dynasty148, and even Herodotus refers 
of Ionians and Carians in the service of Psammetichus I149. The different nationalities 
in Memphis were separated in quarters inside the city such as the Greek and Carian150, 
the Syro-Persian and the Phoenico-Egyptian quarter. Undoubtedly, all these people 
brought their own ethnic gods151. Specifically, the Carian quarter is known to us from 
the grave stelae found in north Saqqara152. However, the Graeco-Macedonian 
element became prominent after the establishment of the Ptolemaic dynasty. In fact, 
this elite upper class retained a dominant character to the native population, despite 
being completely outnumbered to the Egyptian by a factor 1/70153. 
     Was it truly the creation of a new identity? There is evidence of intermarriages 
between Greeks and Egyptians, particularly Greek men and Egyptian women, even 
from the 3rd cent. BC. The adoption of Greek customs and way of life from the locals 
was the passport of their social advancement, progress and enhancement. This was 
strong in places of hinterland Egypt, away from the already Greek-dominated capital, 
Alexandria154.  
     When it comes about customs and traditions, Pausanias describes in a very 
accurate way in his book-guide of Greece155 that Ptolemy II was in love with his sister 
Arsinoe and they got married. An untypical and violent custom in the eyes of 
Macedonians; common and traditional pharaonic way in the eyes of the local 
Egyptians156. It is quite clear that Macedonians and Egyptians had different 
perspectives in dynastic marriages, that was ultimately changed with the marriage of 
Ptolemy II with his sister, Arsinoe, named brother-sister gods. Ptolemy II did this move 
in order to be seen from his subjects as a continuer of the pharaonic legacy in Egypt. 
Above all, his kingdom laid in Egypt, not Macedon. It was a diplomatic move to 
 
148 Turner, 1984, 141 
149 Herodot. Histories. 2.152-154 
150 Turner, 1984, 141 where he mentions the formation of ethnic groups inside the city of Memphis, 
naming them Caromemphites and Hellenomemphites 
151 Bevan, 1968, 108 
152 See Masson, 1978; Bagnall et al., 2009, 404 
153 Shipley, 2000, 223 
154 Ibid., 221-223 
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strengthen his claim and legitimacy in the country of the Nile. In the long form, the 
Ptolemies respected and adapted the monarchic – pharaonic ideal with great success. 
Although, the adaptation of these traditional ideas and patterns was only one side of 
Ptolemaic kingship157. 
          As far as religion is concerned, we can attest the birth of the hybrid god Serapis 
by Ptolemy I Soter. Even if there is evidence of the existence of the god before 
Ptolemy158, he was the one who truly enriched and established the deity. Soter wanted 
to enforce the cult of a new god among his Greek and Egyptian subjects159. Serapis or 
Sarapis160 inherits the elements from Osiris-Apis, the Egyptian god of Memphis161 and 
protector of the dead, and at the same time, benevolent elements of Greek gods like 
Zeus and Asclepius, or even mysticist like Dionysus162. Serapis has the characteristics 
of a mature man with plenty of hair and long rich beard, with a face full of calmness 
propitiousness. Until the reign of Ptolemy III Euergetes (246-222 BC), the cult of 
Serapis extended around eastern Mediterranean. A nice example could be the island 
of Delos, with three temples for the cult of Serapis (Serapeia). We could attribute the 
success of this god, to Ptolemy I, as he invented this deity, and also to his close high-
priests and religious officers163. People like Manetho the priest and the Eleusenian 
Timotheus, were close advisers of the King, promoted the cult of Serapis and spread 
it widely in Alexandria164. In the Ptolemaic capital, Serapis was worshipped as a 
protector of the city and the royal dynasty, as well as healer and savior of the 
diseases165.    
     Regarding Serapis, I. Moyer comments about the ‘’Delian Serapis’’, strengthening 
the fact of a rich introduction of Egyptian cults into the Greek world. Delos was a place 
where religious syncretism was present, as Serapis was a political creation and the 
 
157 Manning, 2010, 63 
158 Plut. Life of Alexander, 76; Arr. Anabasis. 7.26 
159 Lévêque, 2003, 184 
160 The name Sarapis indicates a god as a Hellenized form of Osorapis / Oserapis of Memphis, Nock, 
1933, 37-38 
161 About the Memphite Serapeion, Thompson, 2012, 198 
162 Herodotus identifies Dionysus with Osiris. Herodot. Histories, II, 42, 144; also Ellis, 1994, 29 
163 Lévêque, 2003, 185 
164 Nock, 1933, 37-38 
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effort to join Greek and Egyptian parts of the population166. However, more recent 
approaches on Serapis suggest the fact of a religious phenomenon that was simply 
patronaged and supported by the Ptolemaic dynasty167. The most profound example 
of the Delian Serapis and religious osmosis in eastern Mediterranean could be the 
inscription IG XI4 1299168. This inscription was found in the Serapeion A of Delos in 
1912 and is dated in late 3rd cent. BC169.  
     Researching further into the inscription, we see it describes the priest Apollonios, 
son of Demetrios and grandson of Apollonios, who brought with him (from Egypt) his 
god (Serapis) in the island of Delos. We can attest therapeiai / θεραπείαι (services) for 
the honour of god Serapis and also the instructions, through a dream or vision for 
Apollonios, to construct a naos / ναός (temple) for the cult of the god Serapis. In his 
dream god Serapis indicated the location in which the temple should be built170. The 
inscription also mentions a conspiracy of certain men against priest Apollonios and his 
construction of the Serapeion. Ultimately, a public trial took place in which Apollonios 
won. God Serapis had promised the priest that he would win the case in a dream. 
Hence, the inscription continues and closes with a hymn, praising and blessings to 
Serapis (from line 29 onwards)171. Also, we can confirm the spread of the cult of 
Serapis in Athens as it is described by Pausanias172; a god whom Athenians received 
from Ptolemy, as well as the introduction of Isis in Athens through traders in the port 
of Piraeus173. Both Egyptian gods were popular in Delos. 
     Moreover, the influence of Egyptian customs was more extensive in the 
countryside, rather than in the cities of Lower Egypt, where the Greek element was 
prominent. Macedonians settlers and cleruchs were more isolated in the small 
townships of the south, with the ability to form politeumata, recognized communities 
but not institutionalized. These people adopt local cults and customs, because of the 
 
166 Moyer, 2011, 144-146 
167 Ibid., 149; Fraser, 1960, 18-19 
168 See also Figure 5 
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very different environment they were brought into, from the ones of Greece and 
Anatolia174. 
     The successor of Ptolemy II was his son from his first wife Arsinoe I, Ptolemy III 
‘Euergetes / Benefactor’175. His reign is one of the most successful in Ptolemaic history 
and we are aware of many decrees and royal letters from this period. One of them is 
the famous Canopus decree. It is about an official honour and praise of the Egyptian 
priesthood to Ptolemy III. We can declare with certainty that this kind of honours 
reflect the Greek influence of the Macedonian presence in Egyptian society176. The 
decree passed in 238 BC and was set inside the Egyptian cultic environment. It was 
written in three different languages: Egyptian hieroglyphs, demotic and Greek. 
Nonetheless, it is very much alike the Greek ones voted for individual benefactors. The 
Canopus decree (238 BC) has similarities with the Rosetta stone (196 BC) and the 
decree after the battle of Raphia (217 BC)177, as they all had text written in Greek, 
demotic and hieroglyphs. 
     It is indeed a fact that the Ptolemaic dynasty was one of the most successful of 
ancient Egypt and this is supported by historical evidence and numbers. The ethnically 
Macedonian dynasty was the longest reigning kingship of Egypt in antiquity, and only 
the 18th dynasty of ancient Egypt matched the stunning period of Ptolemaic reign178. 
All in all, the Ptolemies reigned for 275 years in Egypt (305-30 BC) and if we also take 
Alexander’s conquest and occupation under Cleomenes of Naukratis as a nomarch of 
the region, we reach 293 years of Macedonian kingship over Egypt; almost 3 centuries. 
The 18th dynasty of Egypt was only second to the Ptolemies reigning over Egypt for 
255 years (1550-1295 BC)179. This fact is without any doubt a clear evidence of 
successful coexistence of the new Macedonian elite of the upper classes, established 
by the Ptolemies, and the local Egyptian lower classes. In addition, we can support the 
fact of Ptolemaic administrative and political-economic system working with 
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consistency. Nevertheless, we can’t assume that there wasn’t any violence and 
uprisings of the locals against the Ptolemaic regime. In fact, the uprisings were reality 
especially in mid to late 3rd cent. BC. A table with a selection of the most successful 
dynasties of ancient Egypt is apposed below, influenced a lot by the work of J. G. 
Manning. 
 
Pos. Dynasty Date Length 
1st  Ptolemaic dynasty (31st) 305-30 BC 275 years 
2nd  Thutmosid dynasty (18th) 1550-1295 BC 255 years 
3rd  Saite dynasty (26th) 656-525 BC 131 years 
4th  Achaemenid dynasty, 1st Persian period (27th) 525-404 BC 121 years 
5th  Intermadiate - Nectanebos dynasty (30th)180 380-343 BC 37 years 
 
Table 1. A comparative selection of long-reigning dynasties of ancient Egypt. 
     Going deeper about numbers and demographics of Ptolemaic Egypt, Steinhauer 
informs about a population of nearly 4.000.000 people, with an estimation to have 
reached 5.000.000 in the prosperous era of Ptolemaic and later Roman rule. 
Alexandria being the largest city of the then known world, was about at 500.000 
people including citizens and slaves181. Diodorus also informs us that at the time of his 
visit in Alexandria, the city had more than 300.000 free citizens, according to the 
official census182. 
     Besides the numbers, we can also resort to inscriptions that are a large deposit of 
understanding life and identities in Ptolemaic Egypt. J. G. Manning describes the Bir 
‘Iayyan inscription183 as a testimony of Greek elites functioning remarkably well in 
 
180 The selection of the 30th dynasty of Egypt (5th of the late period) for portrayal in the table is not 
coincidental. Early Ptolemies based a lot their governing model to this last ‘’purely Egyptian’’ dynasty 
with focus on culture revival and big construction projects activity; Saite dynasty was also 
fundamental in administration basis for the Ptolemies (see Manning, 2010, Chapter 4) 
181 Steinhauer, 2009, 437 
182 Bevan, 1968, 352 
183 See Figure 4 for the inscription 
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Egyptian cities184. Moving more in depth about this inscription185, it is about Rhodon, 
son of Lysimachus, citizen of Ptolemais, who was present and witness of a legal 
agreement in Edfu, as a Ptolemaic official (probably the office of toparch)186. It depicts 
a process of Hellenization, as Rhodon could have been easily resident of Edfu later in 
his life. So, we should take towns like Edfu not purely Egyptian, but rather Hellenistic. 
In Edfu, we also find the tombstones of a leading family, that was honoured in 
separate Greek and Egyptian way, as they had both names. However, W. Clarysse 
insists that their Egyptian names was nothing more than cheerful element of localness 
(couleur locale specifically). They were identified with their Greek names as 
Apollonios, son of Ptolemaios or Aphrodisia daughter of Euagoras, and they were high 
ranking officers in the army and at least one of them had the title of syngenes / 
συγγενής, meaning that he was relative of the King187. 
     It was true that, the Ptolemies controlled Egypt by their military presence inside the 
country. The settlers were of a military background as well, and they were garrisoned 
in strategic locations and cities. They were requisitioning of housing from indigenous 
population. It was a fact that Greeks as conquerors took over the better land, the 
better farming regions. It was a pure exhibition of power. The Ptolemaic regime was 
dominating by force to the locals and this was the key to suppress any kinds of 
rebellions from the Egyptians188.  
     Even though there were Egyptians among the nomarchs (Pathembris and Horos are 
attested among the seven officials with this title in SB XXIV 15937), by the end of the 
process of reclamation and resettlement all three divisions of the Arsinoite nome were 
named after Greek officials; once more, the allotment of land to Greek settlers 
appears to have been coterminous with its renaming in Greek. According to the same 
principle, the whole Fayum came to be called ‘’Arsinoe's district’’ although this had 
not yet occurred in the Revenue Laws papyrus189 (where it is still called ‘’he Limne’’, 
 
184 Manning, 2010, 113 
185 The inscription was a milestone of the Edfu-Berenice road that leads to the Red Sea. Edfu is also 
known with the Greek term, Apollinopolis Magna (see Sidebotham, 2002) 
186 Bagnall et al., 1996, 322 
187 Clarysse, 1985, 62 
188 Bagnall, 2006, 235-236 
189 See Bingen, 1952 
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“the Lake”). It is clear that Macedonian settlers shaped Egypt according to their 
already known patterns. 
     All in all, the impression one gets from this document is that by the 250s BC, the 
Graeco-Macedonian newcomers (first among them, their King) felt that they had 
gained command of the geographical and human landscape of Egypt and that, 
although they still needed (as they always would from the beginning of the Ptolemaic 
kingdom) cooperative Hellenizing Egyptians, they now knew how to adequately 
impose their requirements. If and when required, a Greek could now assume the 
position of head manager in the nome and perform any task effectively: At this stage, 
Egyptians may have been demoted from positions of authority they had previously 
(and traditionally) held as nomarchs190. Regarding the identities of people in the police 
of the kingdom, it is attested that the Ptolemies employed men of Egyptian origin the 
system, but the senior officers were usually of Greek and Macedonian origin in the 3rd 
cent. BC191. Hence, both in the army and in the police system of Ptolemaic Egypt, the 
Graeco-Macedonian element was strong, as most of the residents enlisted, especially 
in the high offices, were of Greek and / or Macedonian origin. 
     Moving forward into the era of Roman Egypt, and according to an approach by 
Bagnall, more than 2/3 of the men in the region of the Fayum have names not directly 
coming from Greece but coming as a heritage of the conquest and settlement in Egypt. 
In other words, their onomastics categorize them as Greeks of Egypt and not Greeks 
of Greece. This percentage is even higher in women, coming up to 3/4. In addition, we 
have residents bearing Egyptian names, like in Soknopaiou Nesos district, but with 
Greek terminations. Nevertheless, the percentage of names was variable by the 
region192. Also, we must not forget that from 30 BC onwards, we also have the 
introduction of Latin onomastics in Egypt. 
     Hence, and to conclude regarding the creation of a new identity, we can be sure of 
the intermingling of Macedonians and Egyptians through marriage and their 
descendants. These mixed marriages were popular during the early years of Ptolemaic 
 
190 Falivene, 2011, 11-12 
191 Fischer-Bovette, 2013, 224 
192 Bagnall, 2006, XIV, 9-10 
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reign. However, as the years passed, Macedonians seemed to adopt a lot of the local 
Egyptian cults, customs and traditions. Regarding the ruling Ptolemaic dynasty, the 
adoption of local traditions was mandatory, in order to legitimize their claims over this 
land. The Egyptian element became more prominent than in the early Ptolemaic 




















193 See Chapter 3.1 
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CHAPTER III 
The Last Pharaohs and an introduction to ethnic identities 
 
3.1 Egyptian culture takes a prominent role 
The main criteria for the division of Ptolemaic kingship in Egypt into early and late, is 
coming conventionally from Polybius. The first period, as we saw, is the brightest one. 
The state was powerful, economically and militarily; culture and arts flourished. Then, 
came a long steady period of decline after the reign of Ptolemy IV, more or less, until 
the dissolution of the state in 30 BC. Nevertheless, a great amount of papyri is coming 
from the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus onwards194.  
    During the events of the 4th Syrian War (219-217 BC), the battle of Raphia took place 
in 217 BC. The forces of Ptolemy IV Philopator against the ones of Antiochus III of the 
Seleucids. The narrative of the course of the war and the battle comes from 
Polybius195. Ptolemy IV gained a decisive victory over Antiochus III, with a following 
treaty that preserved the control of Coele Syria to Ptolemy IV and his kingdom. From 
Polybius we are also informed that the residents of Coele Syria were more used under 
the authority and administration of the Ptolemies, rather than of the Seleucids196, 
which designates a more tolerant rule to other ethnicities of the Ptolemaic Empire.  
     This moment was a turning point in Ptolemaic history, as this victory is attributed 
to the Egyptian type of phalanx used by Ptolemy IV. However, there is a reference of 
Diodorus Siculus of Egyptians carrying not only baggage, but also arms, one century 
prior to that, in the battle of Gaza (312 BC)197. According to Fischer-Bovette, the corps 
of machimoi / μάχημοι198, began to constitute a great percentage of the Ptolemaic 
 
194 Austin, 2006, 446 
195 Polyb. Histories. 5.79-87 
196 Polyb. Histories. 5.86 
197 Diod. S. 19.80.4; Fischer-Bovett, 2013, 220 
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infantry by the reign of Ptolemy V (r.  204-180 BC). As far as we know, this corps was 
of Egyptian and Graeco-Egyptian origin199. 
     After the late 3rd cent. BC, the use of Egyptians enrolled in the army became more 
popular. In other words, Egyptians of the army were asked to keep their fellow 
countrymen to Ptolemaic subjection. We could name the Egyptian revolts as 
nationalist movements, which were produced after the extravagant economic 
pressure and requirements of the Ptolemaic dynasty. Scholars like Canas200 have seen 
similarities of Ptolemaic rule in Egypt with late colonial societies201. Nevertheless, we 
must be very careful how to use the terms when we compare different time periods. 
     Also, during the late 3rd cent – early 2nd cent. BC, the region of Upper Egypt was 
split from the Ptolemaic rule. The kingdom became schismatic, as the southern part 
of Egypt proclaimed their own Pharaohs from a period to 205-186 BC. Polybius gives 
us the narrative of the troubled times of the kingdom after the battle of Raphia in 217 
BC202.  
     Interestingly enough, we have the literary evidence from a papyrus in around 190 - 
186 BC about economic and administrative issues. The papyrus SB XXIV 15972203 has 
been studied by W. Clarysse, as the text describes the efforts of Ptolemaic 
administration to recover lost lands after the secession and rule of Chaonnophris, 
which was over by that time but still played an important role204. More specifically, 
the papyrus comes from Lykopolis and it is dated c. 190-186 BC205. It’s a letter between 
royal officials. It mentions residents of the region that are not registered as owners of 
the land in royal accounts, but still hold on cultivating it, and of course not giving taxes 
to the royal treasury. The royal officials were sent there to put this land again into the 
royal fisc206. The total amount of land is 229 aruras or 63 hectares. 
 
199 Fischer-Bovette, 2013, 222 
200 Canas, 1992, 334, 340, 361 
201 Bagnall, 2006, 236 
202 Polyb. Histories, 5.107.1; 14.107.1 
203 Also, McGing, 1997 
204 Clarysse, 2004, 4 
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     The secession of Upper Egypt as a separate kingdom with their own Pharaohs at 
the turning of the century (3rd -2nd cent. BC), indicates the perception of the Egyptian 
ethnic identity by the locals. This identity was strengthened when the locals felt strong 
enough to depose the Ptolemaic Macedonian rule. The period of the revolt under 
Chaonnophris’207 reign c. 200-185 BC is described in the ancient text as tarache / 
ταραχἠ (turbulence, confusion) (κατὰ τὴν Χαοννώφριος ταραχὴν)208. However, there 
is the opinion of Peremans209, indicating that the revolts of 2nd cent. BC did not 
necessarily have an ethnic axis, but social-economical causes210. In my point of view, 
the turbulence of the early 2nd cent. had an ethnically centered character, but of 
course, the social-economic suppression played an important role for the natives and 
their uprising. 
     The Macedonians of Egypt had the leading role in the army and administration 
during the 3rd cent. BC, but they are not often referred in documents that are dated in 
2nd and 1st cent. BC211. During the mid of 2nd cent. BC, the state was more or less in 
decline. The local Egyptian element seems to have the upper hand in comparison with 
the Greek one. All these years, local Egyptians had admixture marriages with 
Macedonians and other Greeks. At this point, the indigenous population had the 
ability to climb up the social structure and gain higher ranking positions in 
administration, something that was quite impossible at the early Ptolemaic period212. 
In addition, this was possible through the Greek education these indigenous Egyptians 
had, inside the Ptolemaic kingdom. Regarding the royal bodyguard of the Ptolemaic 
Kings, it was consisted of elite Macedonian troops from the very foundation of the city 
of Alexandria, including the first members left behind by Alexander the Great. 
Throughout 3rd cent. BC, this elite bodyguard of the King213 was renewed by other 
members, coming from the Macedonian homeland. During the 2nd cent. BC onwards, 
the Macedonian element of this elite corps declined, as the recruiting included troops 
 
207 Also known as Ankhwennefer or Ankhmakis; the first proclaimed Pharaoh of the Thebaid, 
Horwennefer, was apparently of Nubian origin, see Clarysse, 2004; Bianchi, 2004, 224 
208 Clarysse, 2004, 5 
209 Peremans, 1978, 39 
210 Gehrke, 2003, 258 
211 Husein, 1973, 126; Fraser, 1972, 52-53, 80-81 
212 Xydopoulos, 1992, 122 
213 Also referred as therapeia / θεραπεία by Fraser, 1972, 80 
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from various ethnicities and Egyptians as well214. As far as city garrisons are concerned, 
we are aware that in the early reign of Philadelphus, Gallic mercenaries were invited 
in Egypt, then, newly appeared in the Hellenistic warfare of the Greek cities215. 
          The Egyptian elite was aware of the prominent Greek culture but incorporated 
it and used this situation for their own political advantage216. One starting point of the 
‘’Hellenization’’ was to be able to point out a Greek or Macedonian ancestor, as did 
Menches, a village scribe (kommogramateus) of late 2nd cent. BC217 in Cerceosoris. 
Menches was a partly Hellenized Egyptian218. He, along with his father were 
proclaimed ‘’Greeks born in this land’’ (Έλληνες εγχώριοι). This actually means that 
they were Egyptian with one Greek ancestor or Greeks who used Egyptian names, 
when they were appointed to certain jobs. In addition, the term ‘’Hellene’’ may 
indicate a privileged tax status. The information about Menches comes from 3 text of 
papyri all found in Cerceosiris of the Arsinoite nome219. We are aware that Menches 
had the Greek name Asklepiades, and his father Petesouchos was called Ammonios220. 
The paradigm of Menches is also exhibited in the work of W. Clarysse, where he 
emphasizes on the fact of not using his Greek name, Asklepiades, when serving as a 
village scribe221. Thus, the use of a Greek or an Egyptian name actually was dependent 
on the functions one wanted to apply.  
     Another route an Egyptian could follow was a place in the army. As did 
Peteharsemtheus, son of Panebkhounis in mid-2nd cent. BC. He was a garrison holder 
which didn’t require him to give up his farming and business activities. Also, this post 
could elevate him, from his fellow countrymen, in the social hierarchy222. 
     Heading into the first half of the 1st cent. BC, Greeks and Macedonians from abroad 
still hold important and high posts in Ptolemaic administration and the royal court. 
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Nevertheless, there is a rise of Egyptians and Jews appearing frequently in higher 
administrative and military positions223. In addition, the number of Greek immigrants 
seems to have declined at this point. In his work, P.M. Fraser characterizes this period 
as ‘’Egyptianization’’ of the Ptolemaic kingdom224, as the Egyptians adopted Greek 
names, Egyptian cults spread and flourished, and the juxtaposition of Egyptian and 
Greek burials was a reality. 
      
3.2 The ethnic politeumata and the ethnic epithet Macedon 
3.2.1 The ethnic politeumata 
In this sub-chapter, we will discuss the role of organized politeumata inside Ptolemaic 
Egypt’s society. It is important to clear up that we have evidence of these koina inside 
the Ptolemaic capital and largest city, Alexandria. 
     A. E. Husein in his work defines politeumata as an ethnic group of foreigners who 
had privileges and residence inside the Ptolemaic state and also occupy posts in the 
army225.   In Late Ptolemaic Egypt, the rise of politeumata was a serious aspect of urban 
life. The politeumata were associations of military background and had a politarches226 
as their higher official. Overall purpose of these communities was to keep a link 
between people of common ethnic origin, preserve their religious practices and even 
represent them to the central administration on matters of mutual concern to their 
members227. Recent evidence of papyri from Heracleopolis indicates the existence of 
a Jewish politeuma in Alexandria228. The Jewish politeuma was probably the largest 
one in Alexandria and had a more monarchical organization229. The fact that different 
cultures had the need to be organized under a politeuma, and at the same time the 
freedom that Ptolemaic government was giving to them, describes very well the 
situation of a multiethnic Ptolemaic kingdom with tolerance to other cultures. P. M. 
 
223 Fraser, 1972, 88 
224 Ibid., 89 
225 Husein, 1973, 159-160 
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Fraser confirms this fact as he mentions, aside Macedonians and Egyptians, Athenians, 
Samians, Cyrenaeans and Rhodians, as residents of Alexandria230. Also, in the work of 
H. J. Gehrke Greeks, Egyptians, Judeans, Phoenicians and Cypriots are mentioned 
residing in Alexandria231; all of them organized in communities (politeumata). 
Nevertheless, after 217 BC and the battle of Raphia232, as it’s already being discussed, 
Egyptian ethnic identity seems to gain an upper hand. 
     As we already mentioned, the Jewish element was the largest one after the Greek. 
In the early Christian period, the Jews accumulated a population of 1 million in Egypt, 
out of 7.5 in total233. It isn’t unlikely that politeumata or koina continued to be 
organized in the same pattern until the Roman period234. 
 
3.2.2 The ethnic epithet Macedon 
Besides organized ethnic groups in politeumata, we have a rise of people using the 
ethnic epithet Macedon, following their full name. In this sub-chapter we will begin an 
introduction to this term and its meaning. Also, the existence and usage of the ethnic 
epithet Macedon, will be extensively examined in Chapter IV. 
     The rate of using the term Macedon remains stable until early 1st cent. BC, and on 
the other hand other Greeks seem to decline until late 3rd cent. BC235. Although, this 
event does not describe a continuous flow of Macedonian and Greek emigrants from 
mainland Greece towards Egypt. The elite of the Ptolemaic kingdom, namely military 
and administrative officers, and of course the King himself, used the ethnic term 
Macedon in their names as a title of pride and honour236. Besides that, there is 
reference in the work of Pausanias, where Ptolemy speaks about himself as Macedon, 
 
230 Fraser, 1972, 66 
231 Gehrke, 2003, 255 
232 At the battle of Raphia (217 BC), it was the first time that Ptolemy IV Philopator used a native 
Egyptian type of phalanx in order to defeat the armies of Seleucid Antiochus III, gaining sovereignty of 
Coele Syria, see Chapter 3.1 
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even if he was called King of Egypt237. This epithet of course declares origin and speaks 
about Macedon as a term of the strong, the conqueror, the leading and ruling class in 
Egypt of that era. Regarding the term Macedon, we can clearly see that people bearing 
it have traditional Greek and Macedonian names, like ‘’Ptolemaios, Leonidis, Amyntas, 
Parmenion, Leonnatos, Attalos, Machatas and other’’238. Obviously, there is a 
continuity of Macedonian names coming from Alexander’s generals and Companions.  
     The names coming from the Greek world don’t stop there, as we also have 
mentions to the historical and mythological sphere. Profound examples are 
Armodios239, son of Asklepiades, Macedonian resident of the Fayum region (69 BC)240 
or Pelopas, son of Pelopas, Macedonian resident of Cyrene (1st half of 3rd cent. BC)241.  
     This case of name continuity indicates a strong bond to Classical Greek education, 
literature and mythology, without necessarily exhibiting ethnic consciousness. On the 
parallel, it would be wise to attribute the projection of the ethnic epithet Macedon, in 
the need of Macedonians migrating to Egypt (mid-3rd cent. BC onwards), to preserve 
their ethnic and historical identity from the Egyptians and other ethnicities242. At the 
same time, at places outside Greece proper, there is a strong identification of 
Macedonians with other Greeks. This is an event not strange to us, as it has also 
happened during Hellenistic and Roman Imperial period, where there is common 
ground due to the Roman conquest (168-146 BC)243. Macedonians and other Greeks 
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CHAPTER IV 
Papyri and inscriptions from Ptolemaic Egypt 
 
4.1 Macedonians as residents of Egypt; a record analysis 
A large number of the papyri included and mentioned in this dissertation is 
fragmented and / or badly preserved. As M. I. Rostovtzeff points out, these documents 
are of great historical importance, as they give us a glimpse of daily life in Ptolemaic 
Egypt. We could give some examples of these documents such as the Revenue Laws, 
the Dikaiomata Rolls, instructions of a dioiketes in the reign of Euergetes I, to an 
oikonomos or even petitions to a strategos in Krokodeilopolis of the Arsinoite nome in 
Egypt244. We must also be aware of the fact that no other place has provided us with 
such a wealthy deposit of Greek papyri rather than the Fayum district. Towns that 
where located near the desert were abandoned due to drought of the land in the late 
Imperial period, thus, providing us papyri with a good state of condition245. 
     A very detailed research and analysis has been conducted by A. Tataki in her work 
‘’Macedonians Abroad’’, where she records Macedonians and other Greeks that have 
been found from inscriptions and papyri in Egypt and other places of the Hellenistic 
world. In this dissertation, we focus on the Macedonians residing in Egypt who hold 
the ethnic epithet Macedon. What follows is an analysis of a full record list of 
Macedonians as residents of Egypt, with the specific epithet Macedon following their 
names: 
 
Macedonians of Egypt from Alexander’s conquest, until Roman Augustan period (c. 
330-20 BC), having the ethnic epithet Macedon after their names: 
1. Aginor Daimachou, Macedon. 221/05 BC. Egypt, Oxyrhynchus 
2. Adaios, Macedon. 1st cent. BC. Egypt, poet writer of epigrams 
3. Adymos, (Macedonian?). c. 250 BC. Egypt, Philadelphia 
4. Adymos Adymou, Macedon. 183 BC. Egypt, settler in the Arsinoite nome, owner of 
80 arurae 
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5. Adymos Doifantou or Daifantou, Macedon. 247/45 BC. Egypt, Arsinoite nome 
6. Akesandros Nikanoros, Macedon. 247/6 BC. Egypt, known from a marriage 
agreement 
7. Alexandros, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 100 arurae 
8. Alexandros Perigenous, Macedon. 3rd – 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, Kargeh 
9. Alexippos, Macedon. 252 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Philadelphia, owner of 100 arurae 
10. Alketas, (Macedonian?). c. 250 BC. Egypt, Philadelphia. Commander of a police unit 
(archiphylakites / αρχιφυλακίτης) 
11. Ammadiskos Klaukou (Glaukou), Macedon. Late 3rd cent. BC. Egypt. One of the 
visitors whose name is inscribed in the Memnonion of Abydos 
12. Amyntas Korraiou / Korragou, (Macedonian?). 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, cleruch in the 
Arsinoite nome 
13. Amyntas Menelaou, Macedon. 243/2 BC. Egypt, Philadelphia. Settler of the 
epigone 
14. Andremon Valakrou (Macedonian?). 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, standard bearer at 
Hermopolis Magna 
15. Andromachos, Macedon. Early 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, on a funerary stele at a temple 
of queen Hatshepsut 
16. Ant[---]tos, Macedon. 246/21 BC. Egypt, military settler in the Arsinoite nome 
17. Antigenis, Macedon. 238/7 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Krokodeilopolis 
18. Antigenis, Macedon. 254 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Philadelphia 
19. Antilochos Antigonou, Macedon. 224/18 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a petition 
20. Antiphanes, Macedon. c. 240 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in the Arsinoite nome 
21. Apoll[---], Macedon. 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, Alexandria, known from a funerary 
stele 
22. Apollodotos Kotyos, Macedon. 214/3 BC. Egypt, cleruch, owner of 30 arurae 
(Thaltis) 
23. Apollodoros Andragathou, Macedon. 242/1 BC. Egypt, witness in a contract in 
Philadelphia 
24. Apollonios, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Krokodeilopolis, Arsinoite 
nome. Cleruch, owner of 100 arurae 
25. Apollonios, Macedon. 158/7 BC. Egypt, mercenary mentioned in an edict of 
Ptolemy VI ‘’Philometor’’ 
26. Apollonios, Macedon. 214/3 BC. Egypt, cleruch, owner of 30 arurae in Thaltis 
27. Apollonios Apolloniou, Macedon. 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, mentioned in a list of 
members of an association in Oxyrhynchus. 
28. Apollonios Glaukiou, Macedon. 158/7 BC. Egypt, Memphis. Cleruch, brother of 
Ptolemy. Known from many documents 
29. Apollonios Machatou, Macedon. 186 BC. Egypt, priest of Zeuz Soter and probably 
of the Syrian goddess Magdola. He and his brother Machatas made an offering in 
the name of Ptolemy V ‘’Epiphanes’’ and his family, to the Syrian goddess 
30. Aristolaos Peridicca, (Macedonian?). End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, inscribed on the 
Memnonion in Abydos. Probably a mercenary 
31. Aristomachos, Macedon. 219 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in the Arsinoite nome 
32. Aristomachos, Macedon. 232/1 BC – 221/20 BC. Egypt, Gymnasiarch in Samareia 
of the Arsinoite nome. Owner of 30 arurae 
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33. Aristomachos Ir[---], Macedon. 219 BC ?. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in the Arsinoite 
nome 
34. Ariston Theot[…], Macedon. 219 BC ?. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae 
35. Arridhaios, Macedon. 238/7 BC. Egypt, military settler 
36. Artavazes, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 100 arurae 
37. Artemidoros, Macedon. Late 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, inscribed in the Memnonion of 
Abydos. Probably a mercenary 
38. Attalos Korragou (Macedonian?). 249/8 BC. Egypt, brother of Diogenes. His father 
is addressing a letter 
39. Attinas Demetriou, Macedon. Hellenistic period. Egypt, Alexandria, known from a 
funerary monument 
40. Valakros Dionysiou (Macedonian?). 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, soldier in Hermopolis 
Magna 
41. Vilos (Macedonian?). 208 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a letter 
42. Vilos Vilou (Macedonian?). 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, in the garrison of Hermopolis 
Magna 
43. Votrys (Macedonian?). 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, in a list of owners of flocks in 
Philadelphia 
44. Votrys (Macedonian?). 151 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Philadelphia 
45. Vromeros Zenodorou (Macedonian?). 151/50 BC – 147/6 BC. Egypt, settler and 
owner of 80 arurae in Cerceosiris 
46. Glaukios, Macedon. Before 164 BC. Egypt, military colonist in the Heracleopolite 
nome 
47.  [D]emarchos, [M]acedon. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
48. Demetrios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 159 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 100 arurae 
49. Demetrios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 263/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
50. Demetrios Pyrrhiou, Macedon. 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, cleruch in Cerceosiris, owner of 
30 arurae 
51. Democrates, Macedon. 236/5 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae in Krokodeilopolis 
52. Diges or Dies Demetriou, Macedon. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, one of the visitors 
whose names are inscribed in the Memnonion of Abydos 
53. Dikaios, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, cleruch in the Arsinoite nome 
54. Diogenes, Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae in Krokodeilopolis 
55. Diogenes Korragou (Macedonian?). 249/8 BC. Egypt, brother of Attalos 
56. Diodoros, Macedon. 221 BC. Egypt, military settler in Oxyrhynchus 
57. Diodoros, Macedon. 159/8 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
58. Diodoros Automenou, Macedon. 160 BC. Egypt, military settler under the 
command of Neoptolemos 
59. Diocles Moschou, Macedon. 219 BC?. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in the Arsinoite 
nome 
60. Dionysios, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, member of a cavalry unit, owner of 100 arurae 
in Krokodeilopolis. Known from a document, relevant to the wedding of his 
daughter, Olympias. The Macedonians: Apollonios, Philios and Menarilos were 
also present 
61. Dionysodoros Dionysodorou, Macedon. 232/1 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone. 
Mentioned in a contract in the Arsinoite nome 
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62. Ermeas, Macedon. 216/5 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Oxyrhynchus. Owner of 30   arurae 
in Thaltis 
63. Ermeas Hipponikou, Macedon. 218 BC. Egypt, military settler of the epigone in the 
Arsinoite nome, brother of Hipponikos 
64. Ermaitos, Macedon. 232 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 30 arurae in 
Oxyrhynchus 
65. Errevaios Errevaiou, Macedon. 174/3 BC. Egypt, military settler in Philadelphia of 
the Arsinoite nome 
66. Errevaios Errevaiou, Macedon. 174/3 BC. Egypt 
67. Eumenes, Macedon. c. 240 BC. Egypt, cleruch in the Arsinoite nome 
68. Euphorvos, Macedon. After 235 BC. Egypt, cleruch in the Arsinoite nome 
69. Zopyrion Moschionos, Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
70. Igisharchos Theopompou, Macedon. c. 250 BC. Egypt, settler in Krokodeilopolis 
71. Heracleides Apolloniou, Macedon. Early 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, military settler 
72. Heracleitos Attalou, Macedon. Hellenistic period. Egypt, known from a funerary 
epigram 
73. Theodoros, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, mercenary in Soknopaiou Nesos of the 
Arsinoite nome 
74. Theokles Euvoulidou, Macedon. 174/3 – 172 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Philadelphia 
75. Theopompos Igisarchou, Macedon. c. 250 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Philadelphia 
76. Theopompos Igisarchou, Macedon. c. 250 BC. Egypt, grandfather of the preceding 
77. Theophilos, Macedon. 218 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae 
78. Theugenes Korragou (Macedonian?). 2nd half of the 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, mentioned 
in a contract 
79. Theon Philippou, Macedon. 218 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in the Arsinoite 
nome 
80. Thymos Megakleous, Macedon. 182/1 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Philadelphia 
81. Hippok[…] Plythonos, Macedon. 221/20 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 70 arurae 
in the Arsinoite nome 
82. Hipponikos Hipponikou, Macedon. 218 BC. Egypt, settler in the Arsinoite nome 
83. Kalos, Macedon. 236/5 BC. Egypt, settler in Krokodeilopolis 
84. Kalos Phili[skou], Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in the Arsinoite 
nome 
85. Kallias Apollodorou, Macedon. 1st half of the 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, cavalryman, 
owner of 80 arurae 
86. Kallisthenes Polemonos, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler in the Arsinoite nome 
87. Kephalon, Mac[edon]. 236/5 BC. Egypt, commander of a cavalry squadron 
88. Kephalon Adaiou, Macedon. 228/7 BC. Egypt, settler probably with a military 
occupation in the Arsinoite nome 
89. Kephalon Thedorou, Macedon. 228/7 BC. Egypt, military settler in the Arsinoite 
nome, owner of 5 arurae 
90. Killes Antigonou, Mac[edon]. 236 BC. Egypt, settler, probably with a military 
occupation 
91. Killes Medou (Macedonian?). 255/4 BC. Egypt, member of the garrison at Paneion. 
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92. Korragos (Macedonian?). 248 BC. Egypt, writer of a letter from Zeno papyri 
93. Korragos (Macedonian?). End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, one of the visitors whose 
name is inscribed on the Memnonion of Abydos. 
94. Korramos (Macedonian?). End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, one of the visitors whose 
name is inscribed in the Memnonion of Abydos 
95. Krateuas, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler and owner of 30 arurae in the 
Arsinoite nome 
96. Kratis [---]ou, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
97. Kydris Korragou (Macedonian?). End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, one of the visitors 
whose name is inscribed in the Memnonion of Abydos 
98. Leonnatos (Macedonian?). 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler and owner of around 100 
arurae 
99. [Li]mnaios Ergeutas, Macedon. 171 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus 
100. Lovios Loviou (Macedonian?). 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, garrison of Hermopolis 
Magna 
101. Maiandrios Prepelaou (Macedonian?). 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, garrison of 
Hermopolis Magna 
102. Machatas (Macedonian?). 222/1 BC. Egypt, settler in Pelusion (Arsinoites) 
where he dedicated a temple. Probably the father of Apollonios, Machats and [---
] Machatou 
103. Machatas Machatou, Macedon. 186 BC. Egypt, priest of Zeus Soter and of the 
Syrian goddess. Grandson or son of the preceding. He and his brothers Apollonios 
and [---] Machatou make an offering on behalf of King Ptolemy V and his family 
104. [---] Machatou, Macedon. 186 BC. Priest of Zeus Soter and of the Syrian 
goddess; brother of Machatas Machatou 
105. Meleagros [---], Macedon. 157 BC. Egypt, part of a Macedonian military corps 
in the Arsinoite nome 
106. Menandros Philippou, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, military settler in Philadelphia 
107. Menelaos, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, cavalryman and owner of 30 arurae 
108. Menelaos Parigetou, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in the 
Soknopaiou Nesos of the Arsinoite nome 
109. Menoitios or [as], Macedon.  171 BC. Egypt, cleruch and owner of 100 arurae 
110. Menophilos, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, mercenary in Krokodeilopolis of the 
Arsinoite nome 
111. Mikylos Mikylou, Macedon. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, one of the visitors whose 
names are inscribed in the Memnonion of Abydos 
112. Neoptolemos Stratippou, Macedon. 254/3 BC. Egypt, settler in Philadelphia 
113. Nikadas Demetriou, Macedon. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, visitor of Syringes at 
Thebes, mercenary. 
114. Nikandros M[acedon]. 236/5 BC. Egypt, commander of a 500 men squadron in 
the Arsinoite nome 
115. Nikanor Macedon. 300 – 271 BC. Egypt, military settler in Heracleopolis 
116. Nikanor Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, cavalryman and owner of 100 arurae 
117. Nikanor Macedon. 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, known from a funerary stele in 
Alexandria 
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119. Nikodemos Igisarchou, Macedon. c. 250 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
120. Nikola[os] Maced[on]. 3rd – 2nd cent BC. Egypt, incised on the west wall of the 
temenos at Philae 
121. Nikolaos Menandrou, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, cleruch of the epigone. 
Mentioned in a contract in Oxyrhynchus 
122. Nikomachos Valakrou, Macedon. 257 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
123. Nomos, [Mace]don. 215/4 BC. Egypt, settler and owner of 30 arurae 
124. Xenias, Macedon. 321/20 BC. Egypt, near Oxyrhynchus. Known from a papyrus 
fragment, containing an incident of Arrian’s History of the Successors. He was sent 
by Eumenes to address the phalanx of Macedonians arrayed against him. He is 
described as ‘’άνδρα μακεδονίζοντα τη φωνή.’’ 
125. Xenon, Macedon. 232 BC. Egypt, cleruch and owner of 30 arurae 
126. Xenon, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, mercenary in Soknopaiou Nesos of the 
Arsinoite nome 
127. Orontas Nikagora (Macedonian?). 254 – 249/8 BC. Egypt cultivator of royal 
land / basilike ge 
128. Paion Patroclou (Macedonian?). 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, cleruch in the Arsinoite 
nome 
129. Parmenion of [---], Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
130. [---] Parmenionos, Macedon. 267 BC. Egypt, in a list of victors in the Basileia 
131. Permenon, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone and owner of 100 
arurae 
132. Passipos, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, mercenary in the garrison of Soknopaiou 
Nesos (Arsinoites) 
133. Patron, Macedon. 236/5 BC. Egypt, military settler 
134. [Pe]rdiccas, Macedon. 1st half of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, military settler in 
Heracleopolis 
135. Perdiccas Parmenionos (Macedonian?). 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, settler in the 
Arsinoites 
136. Peritas Macedon. 238/7 BC. Egypt, chiliarch in Krokodeilopolis 
137. Petalos Macedon. 221/20 BC. Egypt, military settler and owner of 30 arurae 
138. Pilinos [Dio]nys[iou], Mace[d]on. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, probably a 
mercenary; visitor to the Theban Syringes. The name is probably Philinos 
139. Pokeus, Macedon. 216/5 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae 
140. Ptolemaios Macedon. 222/1 BC. Egypt, commander of a cavalry unit 
(έπιλάρχης / epilarches) in Arsinoites 
141. Polemon, Macedon. 222/1 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in the Arsinoite nome 
142. Polemon Menelaou, Macedon. 222 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
143. Polemon Stratonos, Macedon. 259 BC. Egypt, cavalryman and cleruch 
144. Polianthes Nikandrou, Macedon. 203/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
(Oxyrhynchus) 
145. Polyndikos, Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae in Krokodeilopolis 
146. Praxias, Macedon. 221/20 BC. Egypt, cavalryman owner of 100 arurae in 
Arsinoites 
147. Ptolemaios Macedon. 238/7 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
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149. Ptolemaios Macedon. 221 BC. Egypt, military settler in Oxyrhynchus 
150. Ptolemaios Macedon. 219/8 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in Heracleopolites 
151. Ptolemaios Macedon. 2nd half of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
152. [Pto]lemaios Macedon. 179/8 BC. Egypt, Owner of 30 arurae in Philadelphia 
153. Ptolemaios Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, mercenary in Soknopaiou Nesos 
(Arsinoites) 
154. Ptolemai(o)s Macedon. 165 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 70 arurae 
(Arsinoites) 
155. Ptolemaios Amyntou, Macedon. 192 BC. Egypt, mercenary in Heracleopolis 
156. Ptolemaios Vouvarou Macedon. 267 BC. Egypt. In a list of victors at the 
Basileia, the first of the Macedonians included. The other Macedonians listed are: 
[—] Parmenionos, Stratippos Menoitou and Ptolemaios Adymou 
157. Ptolemaios Glaukiou, Macedon. 164-158/7 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone. 
Brother of Appolonios 
158. Ptolemaios Diophantou, Macedon. 236/5 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
(Arsinoites) 
159. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. c. 160 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Memphis. Brother of Hippalos, Apollonios, Sarapion; known from many 
documents 
160. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 152 BC. Egypt, mentioned as the writer of a 
contract in the place of an illiterate person 
161. Ptolemaios [---]akritou, Macedon. 213/2 BC. Egypt (Tholthis), mentioned in a 
contract 
162. Ptolemarchos, Macedon. 174/3 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Philadelphia 
163. Pyladis, Macedon. 232 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone. Mentioned in a 
contract 
164. Pyrrhos, Macedon. 215/3 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae 
165. Pyrrhos Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 162/1 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Cerceosiris, 
father of Lysimachos 
166. Sarapion Euvoulou, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, military settler in Philadelphia 
167. Spartakos, Macedon. 231 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae (Oxyrhynchus) 
168. Storesas, Macedon. 243/2 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae in Philadelphia 
(Arsinoites) 
169. Stratippos Menoitou, Macedon. 267 BC. Egypt, victor in an agonistic list 
170. Straton, Macedon. 215/3 BC. Egypt, cleruch, owner of 30 arurae 
171. Sogenes, Macedon. 215/4 BC. Egypt, chiliarch 
172. Sosivios, Macedon. 240/39 BC. Egypt, owner of 30 arurae in the Arsinoite nome 
173. Teutios or Teutamos, Philippou, Macedon. 218 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
in the Arsinoite nome. Brother of Theon and Philippe 
174. Philitas N[ik]androu, Macedon. End of 3rd cent. BC. Egypt, probably a 
mercenary, visitor to the Theban Syringes 
175. Philios, Macedon. 173 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 100 arurae in 
Krokodeilopolis 
176. Philoxenos Eukleidou, Macedon. 3rd – 2nd cent. BC. Egypt (Thmouis). He was of 
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177. Phoenix Heracleitou, Macedon. c. 255 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae 
(Heracleopolis) 
178. Phoenix Heracleitou, Macedon, Senior. c. 255 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae 
(Heracleopolis); brother of the above 
179. [---]geus or [---]eus Amyntou, Macedon. 256 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a 
contract 
180. [---]zon Kallisthenous, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler and owner of 30 
arurae in the Arsinoite nome 
181. [---]itou, Macedon. 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, settler in the Thebaid 
182. [---]kos, Macedon. 179/8 BC. Egypt, owner of 5 arurae 
183. [---]nos, Macedon. 226/5 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
184. [---]xenos, [Mace]don. End of 4th cent. BC. Egypt, on a funerary stele with the 
representation of a Macedonian cavalryman (Alexandria) 
185. [---]os, Macedon. 222/1 BC. Egypt, military settler in Arsinoites, owner of 30 
arurae 
186. [---]s Theokleous, Mac[edo]n. 238/7 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
187. [---]tou, Macedon. 221/10 BC. Egypt, in a list of military taxes 
188. [---]on Megitos, Macedon. 223/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
189. [---]oros Diodorou, Mace[don]. 159/8 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a list of military 
settlers 
190. Agathinos of [---], Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, Mentioned in an inventory 
191. Adymos Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 108 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Cleopatra 
(Hermopolites) 
192. Akousilaos Maro[no]s, Macedon. 20/19 BC. Egypt, probably a military settler 
in Tebtunis 
193. Akousilaos Stratonos, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, probably a military settler in 
Niloupolis (Arsinoites) 
194. Alexandros Nikodeimou, Macedon. Augustan era. Egypt, mentioned in 
contracts 
195. Alexandros Pto[lem]aiou, Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, settler 
196. Amerim[nos?], Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, cleruch in 
Heracleopolites 
197. Ammonios, Macedon. 107/6 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
198. [Amm]onios Apolloniou Macedon Kleopatreus. 111 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a 
contract 
199. Ammonios Demetriou, Macedon. 113 BC. Egypt, cleruch in Hermopolites 
200. Ammonios Heracleidou, Macedon. 60/59 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a petition 
(Heracleopolites) 
201. Ammonios Tryphonos, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
202. Antimachos Antimachou, Macedon. 132/1 BC. Egypt, settler in Arsinoites, 
owner of 100 arurae 
203. Antimachos Aristomedou, Macedon. 142 BC. Egypt. cavalryman owner of 100 
arurae (Arsinoites) 
204. Apollonios, Macedon. 107/6 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
205. Apollonios Au[---]oiriou, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, settler in Niloupolis 
(Arsinoites) 
206. Apollonios Dionysiou, Macedon. 63/2 BC. Egypt, cavalryman (Oxyrhynchus) 
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207. Apollonios Euvoulou, Macedon. 72/1 BC. Egypt, cavalryman (Heracleopolites) 
208. Apollonios Ischyrionos, Macedon. 102 BC. Egypt, owner of 80 arurae in 
Theadelphia (Arsinoites) 
209. Apollonios Kallidos, Macedon. 78/7 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Heracleopolis 
210. Apollonios [---]atou, Macedon. 78/7 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 100 
arurae in Philadelphia 
211. Areios Heracla, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, settler in Niloupolis (Arsinoites). 
Brother of Polydeukis 
212. Armodios Asklepiadou, Macedon. 69 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Euhemeria, 
chief administrator of the temple (επί λεσώνου) 
213. Archivios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
214. Asklep[---] Lysimachou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
215. Asklepiades Ammoniou, Macedon. 135/4 – 131 BC. Egypt, commander of the 
garrison of Elephantine. The date followed is that of L. Mooren 
216. Asklepiades Asklepiadou, Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, cavalryman, 
brother of Nearchos 
217. Asklepiades Dionysiou, Macedon. 54/3 BC. Egypt, settler in Oxyrhynchus 
218. Asklepiades Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 145 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Arsinoites. Owner of 100 arurae 
219. Achilles Paniskou, Macedon. 113 BC. Egypt, mercenary, cavalryman in Akoris 
220. [---] Voithou, Macedon. Middle of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
221. D[---Mac]edon. c. 114/108 or 80 BC. Egypt, probably a cavalryman 
(Oxyrhynchus) 
222. Dem[etrios Aga]thokleous, Macedon. 148 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 40 
arurae 
223. Didymarchos Apolloniou, Macedon. 116-11 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in 
Cerceosiris, owner of 100 arurae 
224. Didym[os, Mace]don. 99 BC. Egypt, Mentioned in a contract (Oxyrhynchus) 
225. Didymos Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 92 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone, in 
Cerceosiris; probably brother of Theon Ptolemaiou 
226. Diome[---]medou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt. In a list of cleruchs 
227. Dionysios Alexandrou, Macedon. 19 BC. Egypt, cavalry commander (ιππάρχης 
/ hipparches) 
228. Dionysios Apolloniou, Macedon. 73 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus 
229. Dionysios Dionysiou, Macedon. 116/12 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Cerceosiris 
230. Dionysios Dionysiou, Macedon. 51/50 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Heracleopolites 
231. Dionysios Dionysiou, Macedon. 92 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Cerceosiris 
232. Dionysios Hermaiskou, Macedon. 92 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Cerceosiris 
233. Dionysios Isidorou, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, settler in Neiloupolis 
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235. Dionysios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 110/07 BC. Egypt, cleruch, (υπηρέτης 
τάγματος) in Hermopolites 
236. Dioskourides [---], Macedon. 113/2 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Herrhopolites; mentioned in a contract 
237. Dioskourides Alexandrou, Macedon. 148 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, owner of 500 
arurae, in Arsinoites 
238. Dioskourides Niko[---], Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, mentioned in an inventory 
239. Dorion, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, settler in Memphis. Witness in a contract 
240. [Do]rion Do[rio]nos Ma[ced]on. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably a military settler in 
Arsinoites 
241. Eirinaios Apolloniou, Macedon. 2nd half of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, military settler 
242. Exakon Apolloniou, Macedon. 2nd half of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, settler, owner of 
80 arurae in the Arsinoite nome 
243. Hermias, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, military settler in Memphis. Witness in a 
contract 
244. Hermon [---], Macedon. 103 BC. Egypt. Military settler of the epigone 
(Arsinoites) 
245. Hermon Theokritou, Macedon. 147/6 or 136/5 BC. Egypt, cleruch, owner of 80 
arurae in Philadelphia (Arsinoites) 
246. Euagrion, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, military settler (Memphis). Witness in a 
contract 
247. Heliodorus Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 107/1 BC. Egypt, owner of 100 arurae, he 
combined the functions of epistates, archiphylakites and komogrammateus in 
Theadelphia where he dedicated a propylon to the god Pnepheros the names of 
Cleopatra Euergetis and Ptolemy IX Philometor 
248. Heracleides Achil(l)eos, Macedon Cleopatreus. 111 BC. Egypt, military settler 
in Cleopatra 
249. Heracleides Hermiou, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, settler in Memphis. Witness in 
a contract 
250. Heracleides Heracleidou, Macedon. 1st cent. BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Heracleopolites 
251. Heracleides Theodorou, Macedon. 124 BC. Egypt, cavalryman mentioned in a 
contract 
252. Heracleides Lykou, Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler 
in Heracleopolites; brother of Philon 
253. Heracleides Sosiviou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
254. Heracleides Chairimonos, Macedon. 72/1 BC. Egypt, cavalryman settler in 
Heracleopolis, mentioned with his father Chairimon Heracleidou 
255. [---He]racleidou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
256. Heracleios Diokl[eous], Macedon. 92 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Cerceosiris (Arsinoites) 
257. [Hera]cleios Heracliou, Macedon. 78/7 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Heracleopolis 
258. Heracleios Sarapionos, Macedon. 103 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Cerceosiris 
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260. Theodoros, Macedon. 107/6 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
261. Theodoros Theodorou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably a military settler 
in Arsinoites 
262. Theodoros Nikodeimou, Macedon. Augustan era. Egypt, mentioned in a 
contract 
263. Theophilos Hippostratou, Macedon. Late Hellenistic period. Egypt. His name 
was inscribed in the Paneion in the interior of the pronaos (Apollonopolis Magna) 
264. Thersandros Apolloniou, Macedon. 68/7 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, settler in 
Heracleopolis 
265. Theon Antiochou, Macedon. 73 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus 
266. Theon Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 92 BC. Egypt. Settler of the epigone (Arsinoites); 
probably brother of Didymos Ptolemaiou 
267. Theon [---]idou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
268. Iatroklis Heracleitou, Macedon. 57/6 BC. Egypt, cavalryman settler in 
Heracleopolites 
269. Hipponikos Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 106/104 BC. Egypt, leader of a military unit 
in Hermopolites (έκατόνταρχος / ekatontarchos) 
270. Karadysis Philotherou, Macedonian?. 2nd half of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt; honoured 
by his Protoi Philoi and fellow officers (χιλίαρχοι λογχοφόροι) of a "Bithynian" 
military unit. He was also a gymnasiarch 
271. Kastor Mithrodatou, Macedon. 77 BC. Egypt, commander of cavalry in 
Arsinoites (ίππάρχης / hipparches) 
272. Kleitodoros Kleitou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
273. Krateros, Macedon. 130 BC. Egypt, cavalryman, receiver of four times the basic 
pay (τεταρτο-μερίτης) in Hermonthis 
274. Leptin[is---]monaktos, Macedon. 111 BC. Egypt, infantryman in Oxyrhynchus 
275. Leonidis Leonidou, Macedonian?. 141/40 BC. Egypt, son of the following 
276. Leonidis Philotou, Macedon. 141/40 BC. Egypt, Alexandria. He was 'of the First 
Friends' (= in the highest rank of hierarchy); honoured at the time of his 
gymnasiarchy at the 30th regnal year by his son. Father of the above. The dating 
followed here is that proposed by P. M. Fraser 
277. Maron Dionysiou, Macedon. 118/7, 101 BC. Egypt, cavalryman owner of 100 
arurae (Cerceosiris) 
278. Minoodoros Ptolemaiou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, military officer known by 
his funerary epigram (Coptos). The double ‘ο’ of the name is metri causa. He was 
killed along with his father in a combat 
279. Moschion [---]os, Macedon. 63/2 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus; son 
of Berenice Dionysiou 
280. Nearchos Asklepiadou, Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, owner of 25 
arurae; brother of Asklepiades 
281. Neilos, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, settler in Memphis 
282. Neilos Apolloniou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably a military settler 
(Arsinoites) 
283. Nikandros Heliodorou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
284. Nikias Apolloniou, Macedon. 51 BC. Egypt, probably a cleruch in Tebtunis 
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286. Onias Ammoniou, Macedon. 111 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
287. Pasion Dionysiou, Macedon. 63/2 BC. Egypt, cavalryman (Oxyrhynchus); 
brother of Ptolemaios, Apollonios and Berenice 
288. [Pa]tron Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 103 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in 
Cerceosiris 
289. Polemon Eumilou, Macedon. 72 BC. Egypt, settler, cavalryman in Heracleopolis 
290. Polyaratos, Macedonian?. 130 BC. Egypt, mercenary, receiver of four times the 
basic pay (τεταρτομερίτης) in Hermonthis 
291. Polydeukis Heracla, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, military settler in Niloupolis 
(Arsinoites) 
292. Ptolemaios, Macedon. 1st ? cent. BC. Egypt, on an inscription found in the area 
west of the temple of Paneion 
293. Ptolemaios Dionysiou, Macedon. 63/2 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus; 
brother of Apollonios, Pasion and Berenice 
294. Ptolemaios Heliodorou, Macedon. 74 BC. Egypt, probably a mercenary 
295. Ptolemaios of [---], Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
296. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 2nd – 1st cent. BC. Egypt, military settler of 
the epigone 
297. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 143/1 BC. Egypt, military settler, 
cavalryman, owner of 80 arurae (Arsinoites) 
298. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 55/51 BC. Egypt, mentioned in land leases 
299. Ptolemaios Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 14/3 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
300. [---] Ptolemaiou Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably mercenary in the 
Arsinoite nome 
301. [---] Ptolemaiou Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably mercenary in the 
Arsinoite nome 
302. [---] Ptolemaiou Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably mercenary in the 
Arsinoite nome 
303. [---] Ptolemaiou Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, probably mercenary in the 
Arsinoite nome 
304. Sarapion Apolloniou, Macedon. 73 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in Oxyrhynchus 
305. Sarapion Demetriou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, settler in the Arsinoite nome 
306. Spartakos Ptolemaiou, Ma[cedon]. 44/37 BC. Egypt, probably a mercenary in 
Oxyrhynchus 
307. Stafylos, Macedon. 102 BC. Egypt, owner of 80 arurae in Philadelphia 
(Arsinoites), probably a military settler 
308. [--- S]tratonos Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, settler in Arsinoites 
309. Sosinikos Kallinikou, Macedon. 17 BC. Egypt, mentioned in a contract 
(Theogonis) 
310. Tiris Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 103 BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone in the 
Arsinoite nome 
311. Timostratos Sarapionos, Macedon. 103 BC. Egypt, cavalryman of the epigone 
in Cerceosiris 
312. Ph[---] Dorionos, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, settler in the Arsinoites 
313. Pharmakeus, Macedon. 1st cent. BC. Egypt, visitor to the Theban Syringes 
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315. Philon Lykou, Macedon. 1st half of 1st cent. BC. Egypt, cavalryman in 
Heracleopolis; brother of Heracleides 
316. [---] Philonos, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
317. Chairephanis Perdiccou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
318. Chairimon Heracleidou, Macedon. 72/1 BC. Egypt, cavalryman in 
Heracleopolis; father of Heracleides 
319. Charidimos, Macedon. 89 BC. Egypt, settler in Memphis. Witness in a contract 
320. [---] Chrysippou, Macedon. c. 150 BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
321. [---]viou, Macedon. 1st cent. BC. Egypt, in a list of cleruchs 
322. [---]gelos Ptolemaiou, Macedon. 108 BC. Egypt, settler in Hermopolites 
323. [---]estos, Macedon. 102 BC. Egypt, settler, owner of 80 arurae in Arsinoites 
324. [---]is Macedon. 102 BC. Egypt, settler, owner of 80 arurae in Arsinoites 
325. [---]iou Macedon. End of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, settler of the epigone 
326. [---]nos Leonnatou, Macedon. 148 BC. Egypt, settler, owner of 100 arurae 
327. [---]ou Macedon. End of 2nd cent. BC. Egypt, settler in Arsinoites 
328. [---]ou Macedon. 1st cent. BC. Egypt, settler in Heracleopolites 
329. [--o]u Macedon. 116 BC. Egypt, military settler 
330. [---]s Macedon Cleopatreus. 111 BC. Egypt, settler in the Heracleopolite nome 
331. [---]tas Ammoniou, Macedon en Cleopatra. 111 BC. Egypt, settler in Cleopatra 
332. [---]onios Ammoniou, Macedon. 104 BC. Egypt, military commander 
 
     In this list, dating to the Hellenistic period (330-20 BC), 332 residents of Egypt in 
total are recorded, who use the ethnic epithet Macedon after their names. For 29 of 
them we cannot be sure about their Macedonian origin, as the ethnic ‘’Macedonian’’ 
is restored. Once more, one cannot be sure about the actual ethnic origins of those 
people mentioned above, as the use of the epithet Macedon does not necessarily 
imply a connection with the Macedonian homeland. The Ptolemies inevitably needed 
a strong presence of compatriots in order to keep the connection with the old 
kingdom, not only for administrative or military reasons but also for the legitimization 
of their rule246.  
     However, after the late 3rd cent. BC (and especially the battle of Raphia in 217 BC) 
people bearing the epithet Macedon, could have been of Egyptian ethnicity as well, as 
Greeks and Egyptians intermingled247. In addition, we are aware from our data that 
even people of Jewish origins used the epithet Macedon248. Here come the papyrus 
 
246 Xydopoulos, 1992, 121 
247 Ibid., 122; Peremans, 1974, 135 
248 Fraser, 1972, 53 
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BGU IV 1132249, in which we have two brothers referred as Macedonians (Μακεδών), 
Alexandros and Theodoros. The latter seems to have made his will according the 
Jewish way and customs (διὰ τοῦ τῶν Ἰουδαίων ἀρχείου) according to another text250. 
This comparison comes from the writings of P. M. Fraser, where in his notes, describes 
a concession of rights to the Jewish tribe (φυλή) in the city of Alexandria and Egypt in 
general from the Macedonians, starting with Alexander the Great and later continuing 
with Ptolemy I Soter251. All in all, P. M. Fraser doesn’t resist to characterize the epithet 
as a false ethnic252, and we can be more than certain that ‘’Macedon’’ defines social 
status and prestige in Ptolemaic Egypt. In addition, a further complication is added. 
We must also have in mind the existence of pseudo-ethnic identities. Greek and 
demotic papyrologists do not agree whether a status designation that is translated in 
Greek as ‘’Persian of the epigone’’ and in demotic ‘’Ionian (e.g. Greek) born in Egypt’’ 
is one and the same thing. Probably, it was some sort of legal condition and obligation 
to proceed in such a declaration253. 
     As I was researching papyri from Roman Egypt, I discovered about a resident of 
Egypt in the year 46 AD, in the reign of Emperor Claudius, referring to himself as a 
Macedonian of the katoikoi / residents. Specifically, this papyrus recorded as p.Mich. 
V.273254 mentions Mysthas, son of Akousilaos, Macedon of the katoikoi (Μυσθᾶς 
Ἀκουσιλάου Μακεδὼν τῶν κατοίκων) acknowledging the grant of 6 arurae of 
agricultural land, also referred in the text as katoikic land (κατοικικὸν κλῆρον), to 
Maximus, son of Diodoros also called Papontos. The conclusion is that even after the 
dissolution of Ptolemaic monarchy in Egypt, residents continued to proclaim 
themselves as Macedonians, katoikoi / residents of this land, indicating a principle of 
locality, more than 3 centuries after the first introduction of Macedonians in Egyptian 
society. 
 
249 BGU IV 1132, dated in 14 BC, found in Alexandria, Bousiris 
250 BGU IV, 1151, dated in 13 BC, found in Alexandria 
251 Fraser, 1972, 137, Notes 131, 133 and 134; Ἰουδαίοις Ἀλέξανδρος γέρας τῆς συμμαχίας ἔδωκεν τὸ 
μετοικεῖν κατὰ τὴν πόλιν ἐξ ἰσομοιρίας πρὸς τοὺς Ἔλληνας 
252 Ibid., 53 
253 Turner, 1984, 155 
254 For more about p.Mich V.273 see the publication of Husselman, 1944 
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     At the same time, one can expand the research of this list even further, by 
exploiting the evidence coming from the papyri and the inscriptions of Ptolemaic 
Egypt. Social status, occupation, personal fortune and residence are also key factors 
of the research, as well as the usage of the term Macedon along the centuries. It was 
very common for someone to have double occupations (e.g. being a cavalryman and 
an owner of an agricultural area of 30 arurae). This is quite often observed in the list, 
as military men, officers of the army and soldiers were often possessors of agricultural 
lands inside the kingdom. They were known as cleruchs and their land as klerouchike 
ge. (cleruchic land)255. As M. I. Rostovtzeff points out, klerouchike ge was allotted to 
soldiers and minor officials256.   
     Also, we have the view of R. S. Bagnall for the origins of Ptolemaic cleruchs. Bagnall 
focuses on the fact that parts of Lower and Middle Egypt were heavily populated with 
settlers of Greek origin, rather than of Upper Egypt; especially the nomes of Arsinoe 
and Oxyrhynchus257. The newcomer cleruchs of the Arsinoite nome consist a big 
percentage of the population there. Their settlement in this region, was a 
phenomenon occurring from middle to late 3rd cent. BC258, and this dating is confirmed 
by the distribution in the list of A. Tataki. Moreover, Bagnall records in his list an overall 
of 107 Macedonians, settling in Egypt as cleruchs until the year of 145 BC. The peak of 
the Macedonians’ settlement was, as we already mentioned, the period 242-205 BC, 
as 60 out of 107 settled within those years. Specifically, we can see a downfall of Greek 
and Macedonian element among the cleruchs after the year 205 BC and heading into 
the late 2nd cent. BC. As we have already mentioned, an important reason for the 
Graeco-Macedonian element decline, could have been the significant battle of Raphia 
in 217 BC. 
     Going deeper into the cleruchic facts, I was surprised to see that a large percentage 
of them came from regions that Ptolemies did not ever had under their control. Two 
thirds of them specifically came from areas like the kingdom of Macedon (23,6%) and 
 
255 For more about land divisions of Graeco-Roman Egypt see Derda, 66-68; also, Langellotti, 2020, 
138; about klerouchike ge and other land allotments see also Monson, 2007 
256 Rostovtzeff, 1910, 4-14  
257 Bagnall, 2006, VIII, 9 
258 Ibid., 10 
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Balkans in general (17,4%), Greece (12,6%) and Peloponnese (5,5%), and other parts 
of Asia Minor (4,6%)259, indicating the need of the people to re-settle in a foreign land, 
pursuing a better career. R. S. Bagnall concludes his research by attesting the fact that 
cleruchs was a small, closed and privileged group, that came from the descendants of 
the first army of Ptolemy I during the first decades of his rule in Egypt. They had large 
amounts of agricultural land in Egypt. On the other hand, the Ptolemaic army 
recruitment came from parts directly controlled or partly influenced by the Ptolemies, 
like south and west Asia Minor, Cyprus, Greek mainland and the Aegean islands. They 
were recruited as mercenaries260. R. M. Errington, enlightens one case where the 
general and high-priest Ptolemaios at Skythopolis, has his land allotment (kleros) 
inheritable, a tradition of the Macedonian kingdom261. 
     As far as the term epigone is concerned, E. R. Bevan in his work indicates that this 
term describes people that were non-Egyptian but born in Egypt as descendants of the 
stratiotai (soldiers) of Greek, Persian, Thracian and other ethnicity262. In other words, 
later generations derived from emigrants of non-native (Egyptian) origin, were called 
with the term ‘’epigone’’. 
     In addition, considering the term epigone, P. M. Fraser focuses on the arrival of 
foreign ethnics in Alexandria and Egypt in general. Macedonians, Thracians, Jews and 
even people coming from cities of Greece like Athenians migrated into Egypt 
throughout much of the 3rd cent. BC. Great names in scholarship, literature and 
science of that period, were Greek immigrants that came in Alexandria. All in all, 
people of the epigone were characterized as foreigners (xenoi / ξένοι), men of letters, 
administrators, soldiers that were well-settled in the Fayum263. In the city of 
Ptolemais, Greek immigrants were accepted with full citizenship as well as in 
Alexandria, exchanging their current citizenship with a new one264. They were referred 
as demesmen and this process continued until the first half of 2nd cent. BC265. 
 
259 Bagnall, 2006, VIII, 15 
260 Ibid., VIII, 16-20 
261 SEG 29, 1613; Errington, 2008, 158 
262 Bevan, 1968, 172 
263 Fraser, 1972, 51-52 
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Regarding citizenship, E. G. Turner refers that during the reign of Euergetes (r. 246-
222 BC) only Macedonians and Greeks had the right of citizenship, as their citizen law, 
rights and privileges are listed in the Dikaiomata rolls266. 
 
129/332 military occupation (settlers, soldiers, officers, mercenaries) 
71/332 landowners (area measured in arurae) 
43/332 cleruchs 




Table 2. An overview of occupations of residents in Egypt having the ethnic epithet 
Macedon after their names  
 






Spread of occupations of residents in Egypt 
bearing the ethnic Macedon (323-30 BC)
In total
Military occupation (settlers, soldiers, officers, mercenaries)
Land owners
Cleruchs
settlers of the ''epigone''
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Table 3. Rise and fall of usage of the ethnic epithet ‘’Macedon’’ in Egypt 
     Taking all the data into account, we can be sure that there was a rise of the usage 
of the ethnic Macedon, following the proper name during the period: mid to the late 
3rd cent. BC, with the peak being at the last quarter of the 3rd cent. One fine example 
from the list would be the name ‘’Ammonios’’. There are only 6 people recorded as 
‘’Ammonios’’ and all of them use Macedon as an ethnic epithet. These people are 
dated from mid to late 2nd cent. BC. In addition, the name Ammonios wasn’t a genuine 
Macedonian name, as it comes from the Egyptian god Ammon, a deity equivalent to 
Zeus. As P. M. Fraser put it, from 300 to 215 BC, Macedonians soldiers were settling 
not only in the Fayum district, but also in Alexandria, following a career in ‘’arms’’, 
rather than one in commerce267.  
     This ‘’trend’’ continued at least until the early 1st cent. BC, but seems to be reduced 
or even eliminated in the Augustan era268, according to the papyri evidence presented 
by A. Tataki. A possible explanation to this phenomenon might be the conflict between 
Octavian and Mark Antony / Cleopatra VII, the last queen of Egypt of Macedonian 
origin269. At the battle of Actium (31 BC), we have the political end of the Hellenistic 
 
267 Fraser, 1972, 62-63 
268 Tataki, 1992, 472, 485 
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world, after the victory of Octavian over Mark Antony / Cleopatra VII, as part of the 
events of the Roman civil war; both of them committing suicide (30 BC). Surprisingly 
enough, Octavian was proclaimed as Pharaoh, even if Egypt was nominally belonging 
to the Republic270. Henceforth, Augustus wanted to eradicate anything reminiscent of 
the Hellenistic past and present of Egypt, adding the country of the Nile as province of 
Rome or better his personal dominion271. In addition, we are aware of the Roman 
element taking part in Alexandria, as the early Augustan papyri inform as of a body of 
35 individuals, with Roman origin, out of 500272.  
     As far as avocation is concerned, nearly 40% of the people had a military 
background, confirming the fact of existence of an elite Graeco-Macedonian upper 
class, that came to Egypt either as a soldier, officer or mercenary, and continued to 
prosper as epigone. Regarding the latter term, it is attested that people referred as 
‘’settlers of the epigone’’ are dated in the range of mid-3rd to early 1st cent. BC. It would 
be wise to underline once more of this data only as indicative coming from the work 
of A. Tataki. 
     All in all, we can admit that the use of the ethnic epithet Macedon does not 
necessarily corresponds to ethnic identities. As the work of I. Xydopoulos points out, 
the epithet Macedon implies in the need of people to proclaim themselves as 
Macedonians. It was an act of intentional projection of ethnic self-consciousness273. 
Overall, the need of maintaining a high social status or climbing up the social-political 
ladder made local Egyptians adopt an ethnic epithet referring to the conquerors, 
Macedonians. In some cases, we should also consider double names (Greek and 
Egyptian) especially from the 2nd cent. until early 1st cent. BC. Therefore, names seem 
not to indicate ethnic origin of the bearer, but rather the function of the individual, 
either in the Ptolemaic administration sector or in the Ptolemaic military sector274. 
 
270 Mackay, 2013, 231 
271 Gehrke, 2003, 187 
272 Fraser, 1972, 91 
273 Xydopoulos, 2006, 184-185 
274 Clarysse, 1985, 58; See also the paradigm of Menches in Chapter 3.1 
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     Moreover, according to A. Tataki, the ethnic epithet Macedon, is attested not only 
in Ptolemaic Egypt, but also inside the Seleucid Empire, in members of the court even 
when their origin and / or ethnicity was different275. 




















275 Tataki, 1998, 509 
 
 




To conclude, the presence of Macedonians in Egypt is a phenomenon starting with the 
advent of the Macedonian expedition in 332/1 BC, with Alexander the Great as a 
leader, first seen by the local population as a liberator and afterwards as a successor 
to the Pharaohs. Secondly, after Alexander’s death, the ruling of Egypt passed to 
Ptolemy I and thus his dynasty, when he proclaimed himself ‘’basileus’’ in 305/4 BC276. 
The Macedonian element became stronger in the 3rd cent. BC as soldiers, mercenaries 
and other kind of settlers were urged to emigrate in Egypt from the Macedonian 
homeland, as a policy of the Ptolemaic state. We could certainly proclaim that the 
Ptolemaic dynasty was the most successful and longest lasting of the Hellenistic 
monarchies277. 
     Initially, the scholars were of the opinion of the two cultures’ concurrence and 
mingling, which is indeed true, at least in the long term, but this was not fully achieved, 
due to Egyptian ethnic uprisings of the late 3rd -early 2nd cent. BC. However, the view 
of mingling seems to be outdated nowadays, as according to current scholarship and 
the contemporary archaeological evidence, we see that the situation was different. 
After the battle of Raphia (217 BC), the Egyptian ethnic identity became prominent, 
when the natives entered the ranks of the Ptolemaic army for the first time. As we 
hope that it became apparent in this thesis, one cannot be sure about ethnic identity 
of the people residing in Egypt, by taking only their names into consideration. The 
most profound example comes after the examination of the ethnic epithet Macedon, 
which did not necessarily imply a Macedonian origin278. Hence, it was not the merge 
of the two cultures into a new one; it was rather more of a simple coexistence in the 
patterns of civic and legal life, until the late 3rd cent. BC. Only a few Hellenized 
Egyptians managed to occupy high ranking offices, as almost all of these were held by 
Macedonians and other Greeks279. The earliest attestation of an Egyptian as a philos 
 
276 Braund, 2005, 29; Hölbl, 2001, 21 
277 Ellis, 1994, 61 
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of the King was Dionysios Petosarapis (again we see the mixed Greek-Egyptian 
onomastic), an officer who led a native’s revolt c. 165 BC280. The revolt of Petosarapis 
was an opportunistic one, as at first he tried to profit between the brother rivalry 
between Ptolemy VI and VIII281, and secondly stirred up a sedition among the 
Egyptians282. 
     Also, one can be sure that the use of the ethnic epithet Macedon was not 
immediately connected with the establishment of the Ptolemaic royal dynasty, as 
there are references of individuals bearing the epithet in c. 320 BC283, long before 
Ptolemy I asserted himself as basileus in Egypt. In addition, we are certain of 
individuals having both Egyptian and Greek names such as Maron Dionysiou Macedon, 
who is also attested in another papyrus as Nektsaphthis, son of Petosiris284. The 
attestation comes from P.Tebt.1, 61a285, 62, 63, 64a, 105 and 106, which are all dated 
to the late 2nd cent. BC and we can assume that this individual was a Hellenized 
Egyptian, who proclaims himself Macedon, as a title of honour and social prestige. 
Maron could have constructed a fictional Macedonian lineage, in order to climb up 
hierarchically in the army286. On the other hand, perhaps there was no need for such 
a construction, especially if everyone who had the necessary qualifications was 
following the same way of ascending to an office. All in all, we shouldn’t be surprised 
regarding the late appearance of the Egyptian natives in the service of the Ptolemaic 
army, as most of the posts, as we have mentioned, were initially held by Macedonians 
and other Greeks287… 




280 Diod. S. 31.15a; O’Neil, 2006, 17 
281 Clarysse, 2009, 205 
282 Rowlandson, 2013, 218 
283 See Table 3 in Chapter 4 
284 Xydopoulos, 1992, 124-125 
285 p.Tebt.1 61a (Cerceosiris 117 BC) (ὂς ἧν Νεκτσάφθις Πετοσίριος/ who was Nektsaphthis Petosirios)  
286 Husein, 1973, 160-161 
287 O’Neil, 2006, 18 
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Figure 1. Map of the Ptolemaic Kingdom c. 270 BC (http://www.explorethemed.com/PtolEgypt.asp) 
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Figure 3. City Planning of Hellenistic Alexandria (Lévêque, 2003, 80) 
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Figure 5. Standing column found in the courtyard of the building identified as “Sarapieion A,” with 
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Figure 6. Gold mnaieion from the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (r. 284-246 BC), showing himself 
and his sister Arsinoe II on the l (reverse). Their parents, Ptolemy I and Berenice I on the r (obverse). 
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Figure 6. Isis portrayed as a Greek woman / goddess. Only the sistrum in her right hand is a typical 
Egyptian element. This indicates a religious syncretism between the two cultures during the reign of 
the Ptolemies (Ellis, 1994, 50. Fig. 15-16) 
